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Foreword 

Offenders on probation and parole must be held accountable when they violate 
conditions of their supervision. If they can disobey rules and fail to observe other 
requirements with impunity, the supervisory relationship deteriorates. When that 
happens, none of the goals of community supervision-public protection, treat
ment, lestitution, or punishment-can be achieved. 

In the past, the main sanctions used for probation and parole violators were 
revocntion and imprisonment. While probation and parole agencies usually de
fined the procedures that must be followed during revocation, individual actors 
(probation or parole offic';!rs, judges, or parole board members) usually had broad 
discretion in individual cases. As the number of persons on probation and parole 
increased and as agencies developed more effective surveillance methods, the 
number of revocations (and in several jurisdictions, the rate of revocations) 
increased. In some States, more than two-thirds of prison admissions were proba
tion or parole violators, not offenders sentenced for new crimes. 

This study reports on a growing practice in American corrections: developing 
policies that guide discretionary responses to probation and parole violations. In 
',ome States, broad-based revocation guidelines have b,}en implemented, aimed at 
producing more proportional and equitable sanctions for all violators. In other 
States and localities, more specific policies have dealt with particular kinds of 
probation or parole violators, such as absconders or probationers who fnil drug-use 
tests. 

As States confront growing prison costs, more are likely to reexamine their 
responses to violators, particularly those offenders who violate rules or conditions 
but who clo not commit a new crime. For them, the experiences of pioneering 
jurisdictivns reported in this document can be a valuable starting point. 

Carol V. Petrie 
Actillg Director 
Nntionnl Institute of Justice 
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Executive Summary 

In recent yent's. the l1umbel' of offenders mhnitted to prison after revocation of 
probation or parole appears to have risen sharply. Precise estimates of the increase 
cmmo! be made. bec<\use no unifonn national probation dHta base exists. In 1990. 
Abt Associates Inc. conducted a telephone survey of all State parole mld probation 
agencies as well as selected large county probation depm'unents in Staws where 
local governments have juri~dk:tion over probation. Administrators were asked to 
identify trends in violations of conditions of supervision. in revocations. and in 
absconding from supervision, They also described new progmms they had devel
oped in response to violations or absconding. Later, ten jurisdictions that had 
developed interesting new responses were selected for extended telephone inter
views. ml(j six of them were picked fOl' site visits. 

In Illany States. more persons are admitted to prison after revocation tluUl m'e 
sentenced direc.;tly for new erimes. In several states-including California. Texas. 
and Oregon-revocations account for over two-thirds of all prison mlmissions. 
EVen though revoked offenders generally serve shorter prison terms thml those 
sentenced tOl' new crimes. they still comprise a substantial portion (If the prison 
population. In 1990. for example. pm'ole violators alone accounted for over one
third of California's total p1'ison population. 

Two factors account for thl; increased number of imprisoned probation and parole 
violators. First. the1'l:~ is It rccord number of offenders on probation and pm'ole
over 3 million in 1990. Second. one-fifth of the States. including several large 
ones. report rising revm'ation rates. which m'e linked to an increased emphasis on 
surveillance-based supervision IUld to hetter ways to detect violations. particularly 
drug-use testing. In several jurisdictions. officials reported that rates of abscond
ing from supervision also are rising. 

These trends pose serious problems for community supervision. In mostjurisdie. 
tions. officials have two basic options when IUl offender violates conditions of 
supcrvision-cithcr to continue supervision (perhaps with minor c1HUlges in 
conditions) or to revoke release lUHl imprison the offender. When prisons m'e 
crowded. officials may be more reluctlUlt to revoke supervision when offenders 
violate conditions of supervision. If they continue to violate. eventually they will 
be revoked and imprisoned. but many (U'e rckased from prison quickly to case 
crowding. 

Mnny jurisdictions-particularly where supcl'visioll caseloads are high-do not 
put much effort into locating llffendel's who ahscond from supervision. Absconders 
fnce little c1I1Ulce of capture unless they are stopped for traffic violations or arrested 
on new charges. Such practices ulll'.t!rmine deterrence by sending offenders II 
message that community supervision is not to be taken seriously, 
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Several jurisdictions recently have changed how they deal with violators and 
absconders. Different jurisdictions have had different motives for instituting these 
leforms. including: 

• Standardizing practices so that offenders with similar records nod 
violations are treated more equitably. 

• Developing graduated sanctions for violators. so the severity of the 
punishment is more proportional to the seriousness of the viola
tion. 

• Deterring particular lypes of vIolations more effectively by apply
ing sanctions that are more certain and more swift. 

• Convincing low-risk ahsconders to return to supervision. 

• Targeting high-risk violators and absconders for swift revocation 
Md imprisonment. 

• Streamlining procedures to improve efficiency. 

In the past,juclges. probation officials. and parole boards had broad and relatively 
unrestricted discretion in making revocation decisions. The reforms now being 
instituted structure those decisions, letting jurisdictions exercise policy contl'ol 
over their revocation pmctices while preserving some flexibility to fit outcomes to 
unique factors. 

Structured Responses to Probation and Parole 
Violat!Qns 
Structured responses to violations typically involve: 

• Developing written policy. 

• Refining procedures. 

• Expanding the range of sanctions applied to violators. 

Developing Written Policy 

South Carolina officials found that without wriHen policy on revocations. parole 
officers nnd parole board members had djm.m~nt views of the purpose of revocntil)l1 
and of lhe respective roles each played in the process. Parole officers, for example, 
thought the board wantcd revocations filed on almost nll known violations, and the 
board thought they needed to rcv\)ke 1lI1d imprison most violators on whom 
revocations were filed in order to support parole officers. In rcnlily~ both parole 
offir.ers and the parole board thought too mMy minor violators were being 
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reimprisoned. Developing written policy clarified purposes and expectations and 
led to new practices that better satisfied both the board and the parole officers. 
Written policy typically covers: 

• The goals of the policy. 

• Clear definitions of different categories of violations. 

• Guidelines that match categories of violations with sanctions-for 
example. which violations deserve revocation (and what period of 
reirnprisonment is appropriate) and which deserve other srulctions. 

Refilling Procedures. In some jurisdictions. supervIsory personnel must review 
and approve each revocation petition that is filed. Others use a collaborative 
approach where supervisors and line officers discuss offenders who are experienc
ing problems in order to identify responses that may prevent future revocable 
violations. Some agencies have spelled out in greater detail the types of enforce
ment actions line parole or probation officers may take on their own, as well ns 
those thnt require approval of a supervisor. For example. under Minnesota's 
supervised release revocation guidelines. probation and parole officers can order 
offenders to be placed in a halfway house or in a residential 01' nonresidential drug 
treatment progrrun for liP to 45 days. Finally, many probation agencies have bcgun 
using hearing omcers to conduct revocation hearings (a practice common in 
parole), thus reducing the numbers of cnscs that must be returned to court for 
action. 

Expanding the Range oj'Sallctiolls. "he bnsic choices-to continue supervision or 
to revoke and imprison-often are either too lenient or too harsh for the circum· 
stances of specific violations. Officials in Stmes like New York, Minnesota l 

Oregon l ruld South Carolina now use a range of snnctions-including tllO~e thnt 
are normnlly avuilable only to judges as nonconfinement sentencing options-as 
punishment for violations. 

Examples of Structured Responses 
Som/l Carolina's Revoc'cJtioll G/lidelines. In 1988, the South Carolina Depart
ment of Probation. Parole and Pardon Services began working with the parole 
board to develop parole revocation guidelines. The process worked so well that the 
department later worked with judges to expruld the concept to probation lIS well. 
From the outset l the department's goal WllS to make revocation decisions more 
uniform and equitnhle. The npproach has seven clements: 

• Clearly Slated goals. 

• An udministrative hearing process to make findings of fact and to 
dispose of cases that do not require action by the court or the parole 
board. 
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• Guidelines that clearly define sanctions that prohation or parole 

officers rullt hearing exruniners CIU\ impo:;e hased on the severity of 
the violation Md the risk tim offender poses to the community. 

• A range of available community-based stUlctions and services that 
CIUI he used to respond to violations. 

• Comprehensive training in the use of the guidelines. 

• Formal coUabomtion between line staff and supervisors before 
filing revocation petitions. 

• A process 1'01 issuing orders to appelU' for administrative hearings 
rather than arrest Warrants. when approprinte. 

As a result of these new policies. the number of revocation cases IleaI'd by the 
pnrole board wa .. 'l nearly cut in half. and the number of parole violators returned to 
prison dropped slightly. 

Minnesota's SlIpel'\'ist!d R£'le(lse Revocatio/l Ollid£'lill(,S. Minnesota's sentencing 
guidelines eliminnte discretionary pm'ole release. Inmates who elU'll alliheir good
time credit serve the last one-third of their sentence in the community on 
supervised release. The Oflice of Adult. Release within the Minnesota Department 
of Corrections (DOC) sets conditions of release and revocntion.ln 1985. the Office 
of Adult Release appointed a task force of DOC institutional and field services 
staff lmd staff from county correctional agencies to develop supervised release 
revocation guidelines. 

The guidelines classify common violations into four seriousness levels. Levels one 
und two are deemed minor violations. and the guidelines create a {1n~sumption in 
favor of restructuring the supervised release agreement. The terms of the restruc
turing are left to the prohation or parole officers' discretion. However. if specified 
aggravating factors arc present. the offender may he returned to prison f()r 90 days 
or less. Levels three and four are deemed major violations. Md the guidelines 
create It presumption in favl)r of returning the offender to prison for at least l80 
days. However. if specified mitigating factors nrc present. the offender may be 
retained under supervised release (with approval from the Office of Adult 
Release). 

Or£'goll's Om!? Reductioll em Probation (DROP) OuicMilles. In 198H. ot'ficials in 
the Coos County Community Corn.~ctions Dcpattmcnt dcvcloped DROP guide
lines to reduce drug use :UllOllg prohatiollers. Severnl other counties later devel
oped theil' own modcls. When prohationers test positive ftw drug usc. Ihc guide
lines require swift and certain. hut short. jail terms. The length of the jail term 
increases with each subsequent failed drug usc test. In Ymnhill COullty. for 
eXlllnple, the p~~nalty for the first VIOlation is two days in jail: for the second. ten 
days in jail: for the third. 30 days in ja.i1: lU1d for the fourth. I'evocation and 
imprisol1ment. 
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While empirical evidence is scant. Oregon officials believe that the increased 
certainty of punishment has reduced drug use mnong probationers. Officials in 
Yamhill County note that before DROP, 61 percentofthe probationers tested were 
using drugs; after D{{OP. only 15 percent tested positive. 

Responses to Absconders 

Most agencies take a passive approach to abscondcrs. They issue a waliant fU1d 
wait to see if a law enforcemvnt agency picks up the offender. However, police 
tyoically give low priority to appreilending abscomlers. Most who arc appre
hendcd are caught accidently-that is. they are stopped for traffic violations or are 
illTested on suspicion of new crimes, and a routine record check turns up the 
absconder warrant. 

In the past. time continued to fun on sentences while offenders were on absconder 
status. This "release valve"limited the size of the absconder population. However, 
several States recently passed laws that toll sentences when offenders abscond so 
that the numbel' of absconders continues to build. In addition, new crimes 
(particulru'!y high-visibility violent offenses) committed by absconders have 
prompted some agencies to take vigorous action. 

Data about absconder:; ru'e lacking, but it appears most remain in the area in which 
they reside. Thus, severN refonns havl~ intensified agency efforts to find abscondcrs 
or have developed new ways to locate them. 

Expanded Line Officer Responsibility 

New H{unpshire requires probation or pru'ole officers to make and document 
contacts with at least five persons in an effort to locate absconders. Officers must 
contact the offender'S last known address, last place of employment, family 
members. friends. ruld employer. 

New Illformation. Sources 

Evidence also sugge~;ts that absconders make little effort to disguise their identity. 
Hence. many absconders can be located by searching records of public utilities. 
welfare agencies. grune and fish commissiuns, rcgistnes of motor vehicles. ruld so 
on. Okla11Otna enacted a law giving the Department of Corrections routine access 
to records of State agencies und public utilities. After probation or pal'Ole officers 
have been unable to locate an absconder. the case is turned over to a data clerk who 
searches existing record systems. If the data clerks uncovel' an nddress, local police 
arc contacted and asked to locate and apprehend the absconder. 
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Enhanced Fugitive Units 

Several states have developed enhanced fugitive units that aggressively seek out 
absconders. (In the past. fugitive units typically existed to transport absconders 
who were apprehended in other jurisdictions.) The enhanced fugitive units target 
specific absconders for apprehension. often collaborate with police intelligence 
units, conduct stakeouts. and. onct;\ an absconder is located, conduct raids (often in 
conjunction with police) to capture the offender. Members of enhanced fugitive 
units usually are armed and often receive training similar to police SWAT teams, 

Enhanced fugitive units ex.ist in probation agencies in Pima (Tucson) and 
Maricopa (Phoenix) Counties in Arizona, in California (in the Parole and 
Community Corrections Division of the Department of Corrections and in the 
California Youth Authority), in Massachusetts (Pnrole Board). Minnesota 
(Hennepin County Community Corrections). Oklahoma. and Utah. 

Sanctions for Absconders 

As prison crowding worsens. several jurisdictions. including Massachusetts, 
Texas. and the District of Columbia. are abandoning policies that uniformly 
dictate imprisonment for captured absconders. Instead. they are instituting pun
ishments ranging from community-based sanctions for low-risk captured absconders 
to imprisonment for those who pose a greater risk to the community. 

The Adult PrObation Department in the District of Columbia began its Find and 
Fix program in 1989. Officials believed a large num ber of probationers absconded 
because they feared they would be revoked and imprisoned if they failed a random 
drug-use test. Officials believed ntost of them could be returned to supervision 
without endrulgering the public. The department decided to give absconders a 
modest sanction that did not involve lengthy confinement if they would agree to 
return to supervision. 

The department assigned staff whose only duty was to locate absconders. Once an 
absconder was found, the supervising agent escorted him or ller to court to seek a 
30-day delay in the revocation period. If the absconder successfully completed 
intensive supervision during this time. the absconder warrant was dropped, and 
the original supervision requirements were reinstated. 

Benefits from Improved Responses to Violations 
and Absconders 
Officials who have implemented these new responses to violators and absconders 
report several benefits. including: 

• Better attainment of intended goals. 
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• Improved efficiency-for example, reducing the amount of time 
officials spend processing cases and reducing jailor prison admis
sions (thereby cutting confinement costs). 

• Improved credibility with the public, other criminal justice agen
cies, and policy makers. 

• Improved morale in probation and parole agencies. 

Key Issues in Implementing Responses 
In setting up new responses to probation and parole violators and absconders, 
officials need to: 

• Define the problem, determine its causes, and identify effects that 
alternative solutions might have on the problem and on overall 
agency operations. 

• Define the primary goal(s) to be achieved by the new responses to 
violators or absconders such as improving deterrence, public pro
tection, rehabilitation, just punishment, due process, or system 
management (for example, reducing jail crowding and cutting 
processing time). 

• Identify, assess, and select options. 

• Design, implement, and evaluate the response. 

Executive Summruy xv 
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Chapter One 
Probation and Parole 
Violations and Abscondings 

Between 1980 and 1990 the number of persons on probation or parole supervision 
rose 120 percent, from 1.43 million to 3.23 million. That growth, coupled with 
other changes-such as a shift toward control-oriented supervision strategies and 
increased use of early release to relieve prison and jail crowding-has increased 
the revocation rate in many States and caused an explosion in tlte number of 
revocations in virtually all States. I 

Revocations-not new direct sentences-are the leading source of new prison 
admissions in several States. In 1988 more than 60 percent of Oregon's prison 
admissions were violators whose probation or parole was revoked. (By 1993, 
Oregon had reduced this to 52 percent by the combined effect of three measures: 
The Parole Violator Project, Parole Revocation Guidelines, and guidelines for 
sanctioning probationer and parolees who fail drug-use tests. These three measures 
are described in more detail in tris report.) In 1989, two-thirds of the prison 
admissions in Texas were probation or parole violators.2 In California parole 
revocations rose from less than 2,000 in 1978 to almost 58,000 in 1991, and the rate 
of parole revocation during that time rose by more than 350 percent. In 1988 more 
than half the persons admitted to California's prison were there because they 
violated parole.3 Statewide data on probation violators were not available for Cali
fornia, but by 1991 parole violators alone accounted for 60 percent of California's 
prison admissions. In Texas, separate data on probation violations was not avail
able. However, between 1988 and 1993, the proportion of parole violators as a 
percent of total prison admissions increased from 35 percent to 46 percent. 

In other States the same trends are evident, even if the levels of revocations are 
lower. In Minnesota, for example, 23 percent of those admitted to prison were 
probation or parole violators in 1978; that rose to 40 percent by 1990. 

This rise in revocations has affected both prisons and community supervision. The 
Blue Ribbon Commission on Prison Crowding found that the average California 
parole violator was reconfined for slightly more thun one year. Thus, on nn average 
day in 1988 the Blue Ribbon Commission cOllcluded that parole violators occupied 
about 34,000 of California's prison beds-thus adding significantly to prison 
populations anJ costs. 

Probation and Parole Violations and Abscondings 
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Even so, a significant number of offenders revoked for violations (particularly for 
technical violations) are released from prison very quickly-in a matter of days or 
weeks, especially in States where courts impose prison population caps. During 
interviews for this study, many probation and parole practitioners said that they 
believe that the rapid release of violators diminishes revocation's det.errent effect 
and causes even more offenders to violate terms of supervision. 

Bureau of Justice Statistics (BJS) prison admission data show that between 1982 
and 1991, the number of persons admitted to prisons following revocation of 
parole and other forms of conditional release4 (such as work release or furlough, 
but excluding persons who were probation violators) rose by 264 percent, from 
39,003 to 142,100. The proportion of those returned without a new sentence (that 
is, technical violators) rose from 51 percent to 58 percent (Bureau of Justice 
Statistics, 1983, 1991), and the number of returned technical violators rose by 312 
percent, from 19,900 to 81,921. Parole and other supervised release violators as a 
percent of totul prison admissions increased from l6.9 percent to 29.6 percent. 

BJS reports do not provide comparable data on probation violators. Instead, BJS 
follows the common State practice of classifying as new court commitments both 
those offenders sentenced directly to prison and those who first are granted 
probation, but who are later imprisoned after a violation and revocation. Because 
the number of individuals on probation and parole is about three times larger than 
the number in prisons, even small changes in revocation rates have major effects on 
prison admissions and populations. 

Increasing probation and parole populations affect not only the number of commu
nity supervision violators, but also the nuntber of absconders. Unfortunately, data 
on absconders are fragmentary, particularly in jurisdictions where probation is 
operated by courts or counties. Definitions of absconding vary among jurisdic
tions, making comparisons even more difficult. One State may place offenders, 
who would be classified as absconders in another State, on "inactive supervision." 
Data usually are most complete for parole absconders, because parole agencies 
generally maintain centralized statewide data and use uniform definitions of terms. 

Most State administrators contacted in telephone interviews noted that the number 
of absconders was increasing. About 20 percent of the State administrators also 
believed that the rate of absconding was rising, although they often based that 
conclusion on the percent of the total caseloads who were 011 absconder status. New 
York officials, for example, reported about 2,000 absconders in 1985 in n parole 
popUlation of 20,300. In 1988, they reported 4,800 absconders ina parole popula
tion of 34,000.5 Thus, in three years absconders increased from I ° percent to 14 
percent of the total parole caseload. Texas probatiol1 reported 36,500 absconders in 
a total caseload of 270,000 in 1985, a rate of 13.5 percent. In 1988 there were 
55,000 absconders in a cnseload of 289,000, or 19 percent (Bureau of Justice 
Statistics, 1985, 1988).6 
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In the past, agencies followed absconder practices that generally paralleled those 
for "administrative" or "inactive" caseloads. One State administrator reported an 
"unwritten" policy that if absconders have not been arrested for five years, and no 
new warrants have been issued, their sentences wiII be discharged, the same policy 
the agency follows for parolees on inactive supervision. One State parole admin
istrator noted that the main practical difference between parolees on administrative 
supervision and absconders is that the latter are self-selected. 

In several States time on sentences continues to run if offenders abscond, and their 
sentences can expire while they are absconders. This limits the total number of 
persons who accumulate on absconder status. Some legislatures have passed laws 
that stop time on an offender's sentence when an absconder warrant is issued. 
Without the relief valve of expiration, however, the population of absconders can 
grow indefinitely, unless States take extraordinary steps to locate and capture 
absconders. 

Little research has been don~ on the characteristics of probationers who abscond. 
The officials interviewed for this study thought most absconders are low-risk 
property offenders who remain in the community while on absconder status. Little 
is known about the circumstances that lead to absconding. Some officials noted 
that a portion of the offender population ure "nomads" whose lifestyles are 
inconsistent with regular reporting. Others believe specific events (for example, 
the inability to pay monthly supervision fees or fear of the consequences ofa failed 
drug-use test) may cause offenders to abscond. 

Little is known about the risk absconders pose to the public. There are no studies 
of rates of criminal behavior among them. Officials interviewed noted that a large 
percentage of absconders remain arrest-free, if not crime-free, while on absconder 
status. These officials also candidly acknowledged the political liabilities they face 
when absconders commit serious offenses, particularly if the offender has a violent 
record. 

Reasons for the Increasing 
Numbers of Violators and Absconders 

Given the growth in the probation and parole population, an increase in the number 
of violators would be expected, even if violation rates were constant. However, 
practitioners in about one-third of the States said their rates of violation also had 
risen. They cited several reasons believed to have caused this increase, including 

• a shift in the purposes of community supervision, 

• an increase in probation and parole caseloads, 
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• an increase in the number of conditions probationers and parolees 
are expected to obey, 

• the use of improved technology to detect violations, and 

• changes in the types of offenders supervised on probation and 
parole. 

A Shift in the Purposes o/Community Supervision 

In the 1970s and 1980s support for treatment as a purpose for community 
supervil>ion declined. At the same time probation administrators emphasized two 
other purposes-control and punishment-to build political support for commu
nity supervision. They tried to portray community supervision as a sentencing 
option that could at once protect the public and inflict significant punishment on 
offenders. Control-oriented supervision strategies, like risk screening, intensive 
supervision, electronic monitoring, and drug-use testing have been widely imple
mented. Sentencing alternatives often were described as "community-based pun
ishments" that could be applied in increments to match the seriousness of the 
offenders' crimes or their blameworthiness. 

In some agencies this led to a change in mission at the line level. If sentencing 
alternatives were indeed community-based punishments. then probation officers 
were responsible for ensuring that court-ordered punishments were fully applied. 
If control and surveillance were objects of supervision, then detected violations 
and revocations were indicators of success. As one line probation officer put it, his 
job was to "trail' em, nail' em, and jail' em." 

An Increase in Probation and Parole Case loads 

Between 1980 and 1990 probation populations grew by 125 percent, from 1.2 
million to 2.7 million. Admissions to probation during this time also grew by 125 
percent, from 736,250 to 1,657,000. In the same decade, parole populations grew 
by 135 percent, from 225,800 to 531,400, and parole admissions grew by 186 
percent, from 125,000 to 358.000.7 

There is a widely held perception among practitioners interviewed that the num
bers of probation and parole officers have grown at a slower rate, so that the 
number of average caseloads per officer also has risen.s Rising cnseloads, it is 
argued, reduce the time officers can spend on each case and Cause thcm to focus 
their attention on tule enforcemcnt generally and on individual offenders who have 
the most trouble following rules. Finally, as revooations begin to increase, proba
tion and parole officers spend more and more time on the procedures and 
paperwork linked to revocation and thus have even less time available to supervise 
offenders. 
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An Increase in the Number of Conditions 
That Probationers and Parolees Must Obey 

Many practitioners believe that as judges get more sentencing options, they 
increase the number of conditions they attach to probation terms. Instead of facing 
a year of standard probation, an offender might now have to perform 200 hours of 
community service, participate in an outpatient drug-treatment program, and pay 
$500 in restitution during the year of supervision. As the number of conditions 
grows, offenders have more chances to violate. 

Some practitioners also argue that increased use of financial conditions, such as 
payment of restitution or supervision fees, has increased violation rates. Most 
agencies take steps to prevent revocations when offenders are simply unable to 
pay. However, willful failure to meet financial conditions is a legitimate ground for 
revocationY Nonpayment probably causes probation or parole officers to scruti
nize offenders' overall adjustment on supervision more closely, a practice that 
may lead them to discover other violations that contributed to nonpayment, 
themselves legitimate grounds for revocation. 

Improved Detection 

As emphasis on control increases, new technologies-such (IS drug-use testing and 
electronic monitoring-have made it easier to detect some probation and parole 
violations. Drug-use testing, in pnrticular, has come to be used for a large 
percentage of probationers and parolees in many jurisdictions. As the costs of 
electronic monitoring drop, it is likely to be used for more and more offenders. 

Changes in Types of Offenders on Probation and Parole 

Many practitioners believe that more hardened and dangerous offenders nre being 
placed on community supervision to avoid or reduce prison and jail crowding, 
Others argue that today's offenders are more likely to be involved with drugs and 
to resort to violence than offenders in the past. Not all practitioners share that view. 
Some believe that the field's emphasis on corltro! and its use ortoo!s like improved 
crimina!.history-informntioll systems, risk (ISSessment, and drug testing merely 
make today' s offenders seem tougher than in the past. Unfortunately, because there 
is no large-scale historical database on the characteristics of the probationers and 
parolees, these competing hypotheses cannot be tested. 

Purposes and Format of This Report 
This report examines recent trends reported by probntion and parole practitioners 
in violations of conditions of community supervision. It also examines how 
different jurisdictions arc responding to problems associated with these trends, 
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This study included the following steps: 

6 

• Literature review. While a large number of citations were found on 
literature dealing with community supervision and alternative pun
ishments, since 1970 only 12 citations were found that focused on 
violations, revocations, and absconding. Most of these dealt with 
narrow technical points (for example, proper procedures in filing 
detainers on absconders) rather than policy issues. 

• Telephone interviews with probation alld parole administrators. 
Project staff telephoned administrhtors of State probation and 
parole agencies, or State agencies that oversee the delivery of 
probation by local agencies, to determine their perceptions of 
changes in revocation and absconding patterns and to identify 
innovative policy responses. IO 

.. Follow-tip telepholle i/lterviews. Staff conducted additional in
depth telephone interviews with officials in 10 jurisdictions that 
had implemented particularly interesting policies in response to 
revocations and abscondings. The 10 jurisdictions were 

Arizona 
California 
Massachusetts (parole) 
Minnesota 
Oklahoma 
Oregon 
South Carolina 
Texas 
Utah 
Washington, D,C. 

• Site visits to sLt jurisdictions. In order to observe policies in 
operation, project staff visited six jurisdictions. While on-site! staff 
discussed technical problems, implementation issues, and program 
results with probation cnd parole officers, administrators, prosecu
tors! police officers! parole boards, judges, and others. The six 
jurisdictions visited were 

California 
Massachusetts (parole) 
Minnesota 
Oregon 
South Carolina 
Washington, D.C. 
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This report highlights recent State and local responses to the problems of violations 
and absconding. Chapter 2 examines efforts to govern discretionary responses to 
violations, including restructured levels or conditions of supervision, administra
tive review of revocations, enhanced casework responsibilities, revocation guide
lines, and mandated revocation for certain offender categories. It also contains 
detailed descriptions of programs developed in three States. 

Chapter 3 examines different jurisdictions' responses to absconders. Some have 
improved information gathering to help locate absconders. Some have privatized 
absconder-apprehension services or have enhanced the role and function of 
existing fugitive units. Others encourage absconders to return to supervision by 
limiting sanctions or providing a limited "amnesty" in exchange for returning. 

Chapter 4 discusses benefits reported by administrators who have implemented 
these programs. This chapter also outlines policy issues administrators should 
consider when developing new policies for revocations and absconders and raises 
new issues that require further study. 

Endnotes 

I. Terminology and procedures Vllry from State to State. For purposes of this report, "violation" 
means any act or omission by an offender that is inconsistent with a condition of supervision 
required by the grant of probation or parole. "Technical violation" is a violntion that is not n 
criminnl offense-for example. failure to pay restitution. "Absconding" is a specific type of 
technical violation. It means thnt an offender has failed to report for supervision and has failed to 
notify the probation or parole authority of his or her whereabouts. A "violation report" is a notice 
filed by a probation or parole officer alleging that an offender has violated one or 1110re conditions 
of supervision. "Revocation" is the culmination of a hearing process triggered by a violation 
report, In which the offender is found to have committed the alleged vlolntion and the offender's 
grant of conditional liberty Is terminated. Following revocation, an offender may be confined In 
prison 01' jail, although the probation or parole agency usually hns authority to reinstitute 
immediately a new grant of conditionnlilberty or to continue the prior grnnt of conditional liberty 
(perhaps with more onerous conditions). 

2. Data on State-level changes were obtllined in telephone interviews with State correctional 
officials. 

3. Blue Ribbon Commission on Inmate Population Management, FIlial Report (Sacramento. Calif., 
January 1990). 

4. BJS includes revocation of parole and nil other forms of conditional relense from prison In one 
figure and docs not report revocations of other forms of conditional release from prison sepnrately. 

5. More recent figures were not available for New York. because after 1988 datn·collection practices 
were changed so that officials could not calculate a rate for nbscol1ders defined in the same terms 
as it Was In 1988. 

6. Texas officials changed their method of computing absconder rates after 1989. Hence, they were 
unable to provide a more recent nbsconder rate computed in the same way us the enrlier data. 

7. Bureau of Justice Statistics, Proballoll alld Parole (Washington, D.C.: United States Department 
of Justice, 1981-1991). 
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~. Unfortunntely. employment dlltn in probation and parole have not been collected across nil 

jurisdictions long enough to conduct meaningful tfend nnnlysis of caselonds. 

9. Dale O. Parent. Recovering COrr'ec/iclllcll C(lSls 'f1&rc1l1gh Offender Fees. (Wnshington. D.C.: 
Nationnllnstitute of Justice, June 1990). 

10. Only two slntes-Indiann and C'alifornln-opernte probation locally with no state oversight 
ngency. We did contnct officinls In two Inrge Californin county probntlon ngeneies during these 
intrrviews. 
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Chapter Two 
Responses to 
Probation and Parole Violations 

A growing number of jurisdictions are reexamining their violation ano revocation 
practices and the purposes that underlie them. They are rethinking the role that 
sanctioning violators plays in supporting and maintaining community supervision 
and are broadening their view of sanctions for violators to include not just 
confinement, but also a graduated array of intermediate sanctions. They are 
developing new procedures and new mechanisms for responding to violations. 

Before describing recent policy innovations in response to revocations, it is 
important to review how responses to violations affect the different purposes of 
community supervision. 

Revocation plays an important role in supporting treatment. Most practitioners 
believe that treatment requires a balance of actions by probation or parole officers 
that, on one hand, help offenders and, on the other hand. coerce and contl'Ol them. 
This balance is disrupted if probationers believe they can disobey conditions of 
supervision with impunity. When that happens, the treatment dh::intl!grates an;) 
violations increase. Thus, control is an essential means to attain treatment goals. 
Offenders typically do not volunteer for treatment-they must be coerced to enter 
and remain in treatment by the threat of revocation. 

Most probation and parole officials assume that the threat of revocation deters bOih 
future violations by those sanctioned (specific deterrence) and by othet' probation
ers and parolees (general deterrence). In the past, revocation policies assumed that 
severe punishment, in the form of reimprisonment, was an effective way to deter 
violations. Less emphasis has been given to using certain or swift punishments to 
deter violations. 

Revocation practices affect other goals as well, some of which are seldom 
recognized or debated when formulating revocation policy. Snnctions imposed on 
violators raise questions about just pilI/ishII/em. One might argue thutjust punish. 
ment requires that the severity of the sanction be in proportion to the sel'iousness of 
the violation or the offender's culpability. For example, if a felony probationer is 
charged with a new misdemeanor, are revocation and imprisonment on the earlier 
felony sentence disproportionately severe if that offender will serve, for example, 
18 months before parole on the prior felony sentence but could huve served only 30 
days in jail if convicted of the new misdemeanor? 
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Revocation policy involves fundamental questions about the legal rights of con
victed offenders, especially when revocation is used as a substitute fOf prosecution 
on new alleged crimes. This practice decreases the burden of proof for the alleged 
new crime from beyond a reasonable doubt to a preponderance of evidence and 
invokes the far less rigorous due-process safeguards of a quasi-adversarial hearing 
process. 

Finally. revocation policy involves system-management considerations, both for 
institutional and community corrections, and for the wider criminaljustice system. 
Overburdened prosecutors sometimes rely on revocation to dispose of probation
ers and parolees who are charged with new crimes, pnrticularly when the alleged 
new offense is minor or the evidence is weak. Increasingly. correctional adminis
trators recognize that revocations are a major (in some jurisdictions, the major) 
source of prison admissions and contribute heavily to growing prison capacity 
requirements. Violators confined pending revocation can occupy a Inrge block of 
local jail beds. Violators consume a large amount of court resources. Probation and 
parole supervision suffers when revocntion rates increase, because officers spend 
more time processing paperwork and appearing for hearings, and thus have less 
time available to supervise cases, 

Summary of Trends in Responding to Violations 
Several factors have prompted agencies to revamp procedures for responding to 
violntors. The costs of revocations-their impact on both prisons lind agency 
resources-nre one such factor. In 9 of the 10 jurisdictions contacted during 
second-round interviews, rising revocations hnve increased prison populutions. In 
the 10th State-Minnesota-revocations incrensed prison ndmissions but did not 
significantly change popUlations. Rising revocations diminish time that probation 
and parole officers, judges, parole boards, hearing officers, and agertcy support 
staff can spend on other duties. 

Some jurisdictions-South Curolina is an example-structured responses to viola
tions to make sanctions more consistent, more equitable, and more proportional to 
the seriousness of the violations. Oregon's guidelines for punishing probationers 
who fail drug-use tests were established to deter future violations by making 
sntlctions more certain and more swift. Some juriSdictions introduced reforms to 
streamline case flow and to improve operating efficiency. For example, the Los 
Angeles County District Attorney (who files and prosecutes probation revoca
tions) targets probationers charged with new crimes for swift revocation. thereby 
cutting the time his staff spends on new prosecutions Mel the time violators spend 
in jail awaiting disposition. 
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Improved Management Practices 

Many of the responses involve structuring the discretionary choices that probation 
or parole officers make when faced with problem behavior by their clients. The 
object is not to eliminate discretion and make decisions "mechanically," but to give 
line staff concrete guidance so that their choices become more certain and more 
uniform. This reduces unwarranted variation in outcomes but stiIlleaves officers a 
range of options in dealing with problem behaviors and violations. Structuring 
these discretionary choices also lets ,ministrators direct aggregate outcomes, so 
that an agency's total responses to Violations can be altered to support particular 
policy objectives. 

The move toward structured responses to violations is consistent with a general 
trend in criminal justice to structure discretioraury decision making. Other ex
amples include guidelines for pretrial release or bail c;etting, as welJ as guidelines 
for sentencing and for parole release. 

Structured responses to violations typically involve 

• developing written policy, 

• refining procedures, and, 

• expanding the range of sanctions for violations. 

Developing Written Policy. In the past probation and parole agencies rarely 
discussed the purposes of revocation. When jurisdictions develop written policy 
governing responses to violations, they often begin by articulating the goals that 
should be served by revocations. When goals are clear, policy changes are more 
likely to have their desired effects. 

Putting policy in writing also makes intent more clear, particularly when several 
groups are involved in a process. When South Carolina officials began structuring 
responses to violations, they found that parole officers sometimes commenced 
revocations not because they thought the violator should be imprisoned, but 
because they thought the Parole Board expected revocations to be filed for all 
violations. The Parole Board often revoked and imprisoned these offenders, not 
because they thought the violations were all that serious but because the Parole 
Board did not want to undercut parole officers' ability to compel obedience to 
conditions of supervision. When intent becomes cle(\r, misunderstandings can be 
avoided. 

Until recently most agencies had not defined revokable violations clearly. What is 
a revokable violation? Should a client who misses one appointment with 1I 

probation or parole officer be revokNl and incarcerated? Probobly not, unless there 
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are compelling aggravating circumstances. Should a client who has repeatedly 
violat~d technical conditions of suptjrvision and who is now charged with a new 
offense be revoked and incarcerated? Surely yes. Between these extremes where 
should the line be drawn? 

When written policy is developed, key terms must be defined. It is not enough to 
set a policy that revocation should occur if there was a "substantial violation." 
Officials need to define in concrete terms what constitutes a substantial violation. 
If revocation is to begin for violators that pose a "substnntial risk" to public safety, 
what ftctors d,~termine whether a violator poses such a risk? What does "restruc
turing" superv~sion mean? When such terms are clearly defined, they will be more 
uniformly interpreted and more consistently applied. 

Written policy may define specific behnviors that should result in the issuance of 
a warrant or other interventions, such as community service, placement in treat
ment, or restructuring of the supervision plan. South Carolinn defines four catego
des of violations for which l~vocation should commence. These include felony 
convictions, multiple misdemeanor convictions, mUltiple technical violations, 01' 

special technical violations (that is, any violation involving a wenpon or refusal 
to submit to blood or urillc screening). For these cases, officers are expected to 
commence revocation unless they get specific permission from their supervisors 
to tnke other nctions. In those instal'ces wher;;: vioiations itlVolve single misde~ 
meanor convictions, multiple technicnl violations occurring at {;;- ~Ibout the snme 
time. or nonrcporting for up to two consecutive reporting periods, the agcnt is 
expected to handle the situntion in the community . Issuance of a warrant or citation 
in suc.;h instances requires specific justific,ltion to Ii supervisor. 

Written policy also can nddress how long revoked violators should be confined. 
The New York Stllte Board of Parole and Division of Parole arc developing 
policies that will define how much time viQlator.s will serve in prison, bnsed on the 
nature of the violation behavior. 

Six jurisdictions contacted during second-round interviews were devcloping writ· 
ten policies to guide the initiation of revocations or to guide the use of specific 
sanctions for specific violations. Oklahomn. Oreg()tl, South Cmolina. Utah and 
Minnesota reported they were implementing policies to govern commencement of 
revocation proceeding. Oklahoma, Or{:gon, SOIJth Carolina, Utah, and Texas were 
developing structural policies to govern choice of sanctions for put'ticular viola
tions. 

Refillill8 Procedures. States sometil11::!s have used a collaborative process for 
developing structured responses to violations, in which staff nt all levels of the 
organization are invol ved. This process results in better ncceptance of the changes 
by line stuff and ensures that procedlll'cs work more effectively in the trenches. It 
IIlso helps administrators assess training necd~ more precisely. In New York, 
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working committees representing board members and staff from the Division of 
Parole met over a period of more than a year to define purposes for the revocation 
process and to identify appropriate time-set standards for specific types of viola
tions, 

"Staffing" is a procedural change some agencies have instituted for offender~, who 
are experiencing behavior problems or who have violated conditions of supl~rvi
sion. Staffing is a formal discussion between the probation or parole officer and his 
or her supervisor about an individual who is experiencing difficulty. During 
staffing, the officer and supervisor discuss the problems encountered, the solutions 
or responses attempted tr date, their outcomes, and additional responses or 
strategies that may be applied. The results Of the staffing become part of the case 
record and can be considered in a later revocation action, should that become 
necessary. Staffing reinforces the notion that the probation or parole officers are 
active problem solvers who are expected to draw upon the judgments of experi
enced supervisors. 

Some agencies have defined the actions that probation or parole officers may take 
at their discretion, as well as those that require the approval of a supervisor. South 
Carolina's revocation guidelines let probation and parole officers order that 
violators be placed in a halfway house for up to 4S days or in residential or 
nonresidential treatment programs. Under Minnesota's supervised release revoca
tion guidelines, officers restructure supervision conditions for specified minor 
violations unless defined aggravating factors are present. By defining more clearly 
what officers may do and what actions they must take when they encounter 
problem behaviors, agencies make it clear to officers that violations are a routine 
part of supervision to which officers are expected to respond in a variety of 
appropriate ways. 

Another procedural change is the usc of administrative hearings as a means to 
respond to probation violations. While the use of hearin!; officers is common 
practice in parole supervision, it is not common in probation. Hearing officers can 
review the circumstances of alleged violations and make formal findings and 
responses without taking up valuable court time. Of course, the court must 
explicitly state the types of CaS(lS that hearing officers can handle and the responses 
they are permitted to make, 

Expanding the Range of SallrtiollS. In the past, officials had two sanctions fOl' 
violators-cithel' to continue supervision (perhaps with modest changes in concli
tions) or to revoke and imprison the violator. Often the choice of options was either 
too lenient or too harsh for the circumstances of the violation. States like Minne
sota, Oregon, and South Carolina have developed a wide range of intermediate 
sanctions for judges to use when sentencing newly convicted offenders. Those 
options are now being used in a structured manner as sanctions for probntion and 
parole violators as we1\. Under procedures set forth in written policy, many of these 
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resources can be accessed by probation or parole officers and hearing examiners 
withollt judges or the parole board having to take specific action. 

New York's Board of Parole reserves the lise of community-based intermediate 
sanctions for less serious violators and targets more serious categories of violators 
for revocation and significant terms of imprisonment. South Carolina's revocation 
guidelines also target violators who committed more serious original crimes for 
quick and severe revocation sanctions and reserve community-basl1d sanctions for 
violators who originally were convicted of less serious crimes. 

Illustrations of Responses in Three States 

South Carolina 

The South Carolina Department of Probation, Parole, and Pardon Services super
vises all probationers, parolees, and early releasees in the State. The department 
developed a structured approach to deal with persons who violate conditions of 
supervision or Who have trouble adjusting to supervhion. 

South Carolina's approach involves seven key elements: 

1. Defining the goals of the revocation process; 

2. Using administrative hearings to make findings of fact and to 
formulate dispositions for specified types of violators that do not 
require court or parole board action; 

3. Defining the actions that the line officer or hearing officer can take, 
based on the severity of the violation behavior and the risk an 
offender poses to the community, as determined by a risk-assess
ment instrument; 

4. Providing an extensive array of community-based sanctions and 
services for responding to violations; 

5, Pl'ovUing comprehensive training for probation and parole officers 
on the content of new policies; 

6. Requiring "staffing" as a formal step prior to the initiation of the 
revocation process; 

7. Using citation in lieu of a warrant for certain violators. 

The department began by structuring its responses to parole violatiorts. The Parole 
Board had recently developed release-decision-making guidelines, so it was 
familiar with the concept of structuring discretion by means of written guidelines. 
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In 1988 the department and the Parole Board carefully mapped out the steps in the 
parole-revocation process and identified critical discretionary decisions for which 
explicit policy could be developed. From the outset, the purpose was to exercise 
discretion in a more uniform and equitable manner. 

Under existing procedures, South Carolina's parole hearing officers had the 
authority to determine whether a violation had occurred and, if so, whether it was 
appropriate to continue the parolee on supervision with changes in conditions. The 
department worked with the Parole Board to develop policy to guide hearing 
officers in exercising these authorities and implemented the process on a pilot 
basis. In March 1990 the department fully implemented the process for all parole 
violations. 

As a result, numbers of violation cases requiring action by the full Parole Board 
dropped substantially. Prior to the project, roughly 87 percent of all violations 
handled at a preliminary hearing were forwarded to the board for final action. 
Preliminary statistics from the pilot implementation indicate that only 47 percent 
of violations handled at a preliminary hearing were referred to the board. A larger 
number of violators were maintained in the community, by restructuring condi
tions, imposing new conditions, or imposing additional sanctions such as commu
nity service. The absolute humber of parole revocations and returns to prison, as 
might be expected, declined as well. During fiscal year 1989-90 the agency 
reported 436 revocations (330 for technical violations and 106 for new offenses). 
During fiscal year 1990-91, after the implementation of these changes, revoca
tions declined slightly (302 for technical violations and 104 for new offenses). The 
department then began to develop a parallel approach for probation violators. This 
approach included not only the use of policy guidelines to handle violations, but 
also the use of an administrative hearing process to determine probable cause and 
to handle lower-level violations without returning the violators to court. The 
project was implemented on a pilot basis in several counties in 1990 and 1991. 
South Carolina judges strongly supported the concept. Hence, the department 
expanded this administrative hearing process to probation violations statewide in 
1992. 

Hearing officers are guided by explicit policy that defines the types of violations 
they can handle and the types of dispositions they can make. The department 
expects that the use of hearing omcers will save a substantial amount of valuable 
court time. For those violations which are referred to court, the results of the pilot 
test suggest that the probability of revocation and imprisonment will be much 
greater than under the prior procedures. Because of the smaller number of 
violations referred to the court for final hearing, the department expects that the 
total number of revocations per year will not increase. 

South Carolina also has developed much clearer guidance for probation and parole 
officers regarding their interaction with offenders before formal violation proceed-

· . 
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ings are started. The department now requires an action known as "staffing" in 
which a probation or parole officer and his or her supervisor discuss problems with 
individual cases and formulate responses. The outcomes of a staffing are docu
mented in the department's management information system. This will ultimately 
allow the department to track the kinds of behaviors that precede formal violation 
proceedings and to understand trends in problem behaviors overtime. Staffing also 
formalizes the expectation that both the agent and the supervisor will work together 
to remedy offenders' problem behaviors before invoking formal revocation pro. 
ceedings. 

Another response is the use of a citation instead of a warrant to secure an alleged 
violator's presence at a violation hearing. In South Carolina a warrant results in 
confinement in a local jail pending bond consideratioll; but a citation aperates as a 
summans, detailing the place, date, and time for the hearing and ordering the 
affender to be there. Since local jails are often extremely crowded, probation and 
parole officers are encauraged to. use citations when it is reasonably prudent to 
do so. 

Department officials expect a number of positive results fram its structured 
respanse to. violations. They believe the State will realize substantial saviugs if 
more technical violatars can be maintained in the community rather than in prisan. 
They estimate that if all technical violators had been maintained in the community 
during the 1989-90 fiscal year, the State would have uvoided more than $26 
million in annual operating costs alone. 

While fewer violation actions will reach the court and the parole baard than befare, 
afficials expect that those which do proceed to. those farums will face a greater 
chance of revocation and imprisonment. For example, in the past judges cancurred 
with only abaut 35 percent of probation officers' revacation recommendatians in 
counties that later were part afthe pilot test. That increased to 86 percent during the 
pUot test. This change took place without increasing the absalute number of 
persons revoked and imprisaned. 

Minnesota 

Minnesota has presumptive sentencing guidelines that recommend which COI1-

victed affenders should be imprisoned and that set narrow limits an prisoners' 
duratian of confinement. Jmprisaned offenders are released after they serve the 
imposed sentence, reduced anly by earned gaad time credits. 

The Office of Adult Release in the Minnesota Department af Carrections sets 
release conditions and admillisters the revocntion process. In counties that pm'tici
pate in the community correction act (in which 80 percent of the State's populatian 
live), county departments of corrections provide pastrelease supervision. In the 
remaining counties, pastrelease supervision is provided by the Department af 
Carrections. 
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In 1985 the executive officer of the Office of Adult Release created a task force to 
develop revocation guidelines that would 

• be consistetH with the Minnesota Sentencing Guidelines, 

• be advisory to the Office of Adult Release, 

• preserve officer discretion and yet increase uniformity statewide, 

• define the factors used in the revocation process, 

• define the length of time that a revoked releasee will serve based on 
particular violations, and 

• not adversely affect prison populations. 

Revocation guidelines were intended to provide policy direction and accountabil
ity over the violation process. Because most probation and parole officers in the 
State are county employees, the Office of Adult Release believed it was very 
important to convey its expectations for the violatioh process in written policy. 

The task force met over a six-month period. It included Department of Corrections 
institutional and tield service staff, and representatives from several county 
correctional departments. By the fall of 1986, Guidelines for Revocation of 
Supervised Release or Parole had been completed and training materials devel
oped. Over the next several months, line probation and parole officers across the 
state were trained. The Office of Adult Release also developed an instructional 
video illustrating how the guidelines were to be used. In January 1991, the 
guidelines were again reviewed and modified slightly by another task force set up 
by the executive officer of the Office of Adult Release. 

The guidelines include a two-column chart (see the appendix). The first column 
displays four severity levels for different types of violations. The second column 
displays guidelines for actions. Severity levels I and II cover rule violations that do 
not pose an immediate threat to public safety. For level I violations, the guidelines 
permit reincarceration only if one or more aggravating factors are present. Other
wise, officers are expected to restructure conditions of supervision. For level II, the 
minimum response is to restructure conditions of supervision, and the maximum 
response is reincarceration for not less than 90 days. 

Severity levels III and IV contain violations where an imminent danger to the 
public may be present. For these more serious violations, reincarceration may be 
warranted, particularly at the higher level. For severity level III restructuring 
conditions of supervision is the minimum acceptable response. All restructuring of 
conditions must be approved by the Office of Adult Release. For violations at 
severity level IV, violators are to be incarcerated unless there are mitigating 
factors. The guidelines include a list of mitigating and aggravating factors for 
officers to use in their decision making. 
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Minnesota's guidelines do not dictate the adjustments or changes that should be 
made when conditions of supervision are restructured. That is left largely to the 
discretion of the supervising officer and, presumably, varies according to the 
resources available in a particular community and the preferences of the il1dividual 
officer. However, the restructuring must be documented and approved by the 
Office of Adult Release for al1 but level I violations. This provides a record of 
problem behaviors and efforts to manage the offender in the community and 
becomes valuable information for cases that have subsequent violations. 

The guidelines also cover how much time an offender will typically spend in prison 
as a result of a revocation. The guidelines are expressed in terms of minimums, 
with 180 days (less good time) being th~ minimum for the two highest severity 
level offenses (lev~ls III and IV), and 90 days (less good time) for the two lowest 
severity level offenses (levels I and II). 

There is no empirical analysis regarding the impact of these revocation guidelines 
in Minnesota. However, senior officials at the Minnesota Department of Correc
tions report that they are quite pleased with the revocation guidelines because they 
provide 11 clear guidance to agents statewide about the department's expectations 
regarding the behaviors that should be brought into the formal revocation process. 
They feel that there is much more consistent application of the violation process 
statewide now than in the past. 

As far as the impact upon prison population or offender behavior is concerned, 
again, there is no empirical analysis. Officials report that technical violations have 
remained fairly stable, and the length of prison time typically assessed for violators 
has remained stable or decreased slightly. If these impressions are correct, it is 
tJ.Illikely that the revocation guidelines have had a major impact on prison popula
tions in Minnesota. 

Oregon 

In Oregon, three kinds of structured responses to different types of violations have 
been developed. One involves locally developed sanctioning guidelines for proba
tioners and parolees who have positive drug-use tests. The other two involve State 
policies to structure responses to parole violations. 

In Oregon, revocation policies and practiccs have been affected by both the 
adoption of statewide sentencing guidelines and recent changes in law. Oregon's 
sentencing guidelines, which became law on July 24, 1989, establish presumptive 
sentences for felonies committed on or after November 1, 1989. These guidelines 
determine the type and duration of a sentence, and for imprisoned offenders, their 
period of post prison supervision. Legislation requires that thedul'ation of post prison 
confinement following revocation be no longer than 90 days (total per offcnder) 
for technical violations and no more than 180 days (tota! per offender) for 
revocations due to alleged new crimes. (Those offenders in the Parole Violators 
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Project. described below. are exempt from this restriction.) For cases sentenced 
under the guidelines, the Parole Board's only role is to determine the types of 
sanctions to impose when violators are revoked nnd returned to prison. 

Oregon Parole Revocation Gllidelillcs. The Oregon Board of Parole and Post
Prison Supervision is developing sanctioning guidelines for violators to ensure that 
the modified just desserts goals of the sentencing guidelines arc maintained in the 
revocation process and that community safety, offender management, and system 
integrity are addressed. 

By mid-1991 the board had tentatively ranked (from most to least restrictive) all 
snnctions that will be used for violators. They had also decided whether the 
decision-making authority for each sanction should be the board, the hearing 
officer, the supervising officer, or the parole officer. For ex.ample. the board is the 
only authority that can revoke and imprison an offender, whereas any authority can 
modify the restitution payn1ent schedule. 

Thc board has used its threc goals for supervision-ensuring deserved punishment, 
protecting public safety, and preserving the integrity of community supervision
as a framework to categorize violations and appropriate responses. Violations are 
first categorized according to the goal that is most relevant (for e~:ample, failure to 
pay fines is most relevant to the goal of deserved punishment; new crimes are 
relevant to public safety; and failure to report change of address is most relevant to 
maintaining the integrity or credibility of the supervision system). Within each 
category, violations are then arrayed alollg a range of severity with sanctions 
corresponding to seriousness. In the lower categories sanctions might include a 
verbal reprimand, changed reporting requirements. and the like. In the highest 
category. sanctions might include electronic monitoring or jail/prison time. 

The board believes that when the guidelines nre implemented, they will result in 
more parolees' being retained on community supervision and thus help control 
prison crowding. The board has included parole officers in the development of the 
guidelines and believes their input is essential. Training will be conducted for all 
staff and board members. 

The! . Igrams described below (DROP and the Parole Violators Project) are 
currently being used to control offender behavior while on supervision at the same 
time that new revocation and violation policies arc being developed. These 
programs have their own specific policies und criteria for participation and allow 
for swift and cerUlin sanctions for violations. One of the challenges to the Board of 
Parole und Post-Prison Supervision will be integrating these programs into the 
revocation guidelines and reconciling inconsistencies between these programs und 
the guidelines. 

DROP (Drug Reduction 011 Probation} Guidelines. In the past, Oregon probatioll
ers who failed drug-use tests would. at first, be continued on supervision with 
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increased levels of testing. contact. or udded conditions, such as treatment. For 
repeated violations, conditions would be tightened until, eventually, supervision 
would be revoked and the offender would be confined for perhaps 90 days in jail 
or prison. Critics noted thut the prior practice made the threat ofpunishmellt distant 
and uncertain. From the offender's viewpoint. the first few violations were without 
significant consequence. 

Oregon's DROP guidelines represent a very different way to respond to failed 
drug-use tests. DROP tries to deter future drug use by probationers by imposing 
short (for example, two days for the first violation, ten day for the second, and so 
forth). but swift and certain localjuil terms for those who fuil drug-use tests. DROP 
also provides a high level of community-based supervision. and in some counties, 
treatment for drug-abusing offenders. The program was first developed by the 
Coos County Community Corrections Department in 1988. Other counties have 
implemented their own versions. each with somewhat different sanctions and 
components. The program is now widely used for probationers across the State. In 
addition, the Parole Board contracts with six county community corrections 
departments to provide supervision under the DROP guidelines for high-risk d1'llg
and alcohol-abusing parolees. 

While empirical evidence is scant, practitioners believe that the DROP guidelines 
have reduced the number and rate of third and SUbsequent failed drug-use tests. As 
noted above, officials in Yamhill County report that 61 percent of random drug 
tests were positive before DROP, compared with only 15 percent afterward.1 

Moreover, officials maintain that total person days of jail confinement for failed 
drug tests has declined since the DROP guidelines went into effect. thus reducing 
jail crowding. Unfortunately, due to budget cuts in 1991 the Department of 
Corrections had to eliminate plans to evaluate the impact of the DROP guidelines. 

f'arole Violators Project. The Department of Corrections and the Parole Board 
developed the Parole Violators Project (PVP) in SeptcmLer 1988 in response to a 
high rate of pam Ie violations and a lack of sanctioning capacity to deal with them. 
Parolees who fit PVP criteria and who violate parole or postprison supervision with 
specified types of violations are returned to prison and confined for six months 
under austere conditions. Violators are housed in n medium-security facility and 
for the first 30 days are allowed out of their individual cells (which have no 
windows) only three times a week for showers. and for one hour three times a week 
to exercise in a small concrete enclosure. After 30 days, they are placed ill a two
person cell and given slightly more mnenities. After the second 30-day period, they 
spend the next four months in a dormitory with stllnewhat increased privileges and 
amenities. 

The Department of Corrections' Purole Vioi{\tors Project screens prison inmates 
prior to release to identify those who meet program criteria. The PVP targets 
Offenders who are convicted of It low-severity crime (sentencing guidelines crime 
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Table 1 
DROP Program In Two Counties 

Date Began 

Number of offenders 
served 

Criteria for participation 

Treatment component 

Sanctions 
1 st Violation 
2nd violation 
3rd Violation 
Subsequent 

Frequency of testing 

Payer of tests 

Percent positive tests 
pre-DROP 
post-DROP 

___ "po.~~·o< •• _._._" •••• _ • 

MgrlQn County 

September 1990 

40 of 50 ISP clients 
(80% of ISP) 

Documented drug 
abuse 

Yes 

10 days In JaW 
20 days In Jail' 
30 days In Jail 
Revocation 

Random 

Offenders 

Not available 
Not available 

YQmhlll Count~ 

January 1990 

150-200 of 950 total 
clients (about 20%) 

Special conditions 
regarding drug use 
and participation In 
program 

No 

2 days Injail 
10 days In Jail 
30 days In Jail 
Revocation 

Random, 3 times In 
first 90 days 

30% paid by 
offenders; dept. 
pays for rest 

61% 
15% 

*The DROP gUidelines in Marion County permit longer incarceration in order 
to allow staff time to screen inmates and place them in treatment programs. 

categories 1-3, which hlclude drug possession and property crimes involving 
property amounts under $5,000),2 who have an extensive criminal history (sen
tencing guidelines history risk score of 0 to 5, which includes virtually all offenders 
who have had one or mote adult convictions for a person felony and nil offenders 
with more thnn one ndult conviction for nonperson felonies), who hnve two or 
more prison admissions or releases in the past two years, and who have four or 
more total felony convictions, Offenders who meet these criteria nre notified 
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before they are released from prison that they will be handled by the PVP if they 
later violate conditions of release. 

Revocation is recommended if the offender 

• commits a new drug or property offense, or any new crime as 
classified in sentencing guidelines categories 1 to 3; 

• fails two drug-use tests within a 60-day period or admits to using 
drugs; 

• fails to complete a referral program after two attempts; 

• refuses to report to the parole officer or absconds; or 

• violates any other condition for which the parole officer thinks it is 
necessary to recommend revocation. 

Once eligible, offenders remain on PVP status for the remainder of their supervi
sion term. As noted above, PVP offenders are exempted from the law limiting 
revocations for alleged new crimes to a total of 180 days per offender; thus they 
could serve mUltiple six-month revocation terms for continuing violations, limited 
only by the duration of their term of supervision. Oregon corrections officials hope 
that PVP's more certain and more severe sanctions will deter violations. 

Although a Department of Corrections evaluation of the first phase of this project 
reports that fewer offenders from the PVP group have returned to prison as a result 
of technical violations or for new crimes committed than the comparison group, the 
evaluation design has serious limitations. For example, the study does not control 
for the parole officer's behavior-which may be quite different with respect to 
PVP violators than with the typical violator. Knowing that a violator is facing six 
months in prison, with the first 30 days spent in what amounts to solitary 
confinement, and that the parole bonrd has committed to revoking 90 percent of all 
PVP violators referred to them, the officer may be more cautious in initiating 
violation proceedings for PVP violators than for violators facing the routine 
procedure. Also, PVP revokees face a full six months' incarceration, while 
comparison grollp members face lesser sanctions upon violation, and, hence, will 
be in the community (and at risk of violation) for longer terms than the PVP group.3 

Endnotes 

I. This before-nod-nfter comparison does not control for other factors, such us chunges In cnscload. 
procedures for selecting offenders for testing. nnd so on. that mny havc occurred. 

2. Oregon's sentencing guideliner. lnw limits poslrevQcntion confine/llcnt tll11c to 90 days for 
technical vlolntions nnd 180 for nlleged new crimes for offemlcrs sentenced nfter the sentencing 
guideline's effective date. This provision wns designed to prevent gross disparities in sanctions 
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(for example. a tcchnical parole violator being assessed several years' additional confincment). It 
also underscored the point that persons charged with alleged new criminal conduct should be tried 
and. if convicted. punished accordingly. Because the Parole Violators Projc.;t later was exempted 
from these general limits. inconsistent results arc possible. For eXUlnple. a parolee originally 
convicted ofa less serious crilne may serve a longer reconfincmcl\t term after PVP revocation than 
a parolee originally convicted of a more serious crime who violates parole under regular 
conditions. 

3. Even It' the evaluation could conclude that the project wus proving to be un effective deterrent to 
violations. there arc other SIgnificant questions that remain unanswered. The most obvious 
question is whether the punishment (30 days of solitary confinement followed by 5 subsequent 
months of austere confinement) is dispropor\ionutely severe for technical rule violations. 
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Chapter Three 
Responses to Absconding 

Overview of Absconders 

As probation and parole caseloads have increased over the years, so too have the 
number of absconders. Growing backlogs of outstanding absconder warrants have 
become a troublesome and even embarrassing issue for many probation and parole 
agencies and have prompted some to institute new policies and procedures to 
locate, apprehend, transport, and sanction absconders. In half of the agencies 
visited during this study, officials said absconders were "very important" relative 
to other priorities. They said that nbsconders were a politically sensitive issue, 
posed an increased risk to public safety, and threatened the credibility of commu
nity supervision. 

Yet most pmb4)tion and parole agencies continue to take a passive appronch to 
absconders. When an offender fails to report or appears to have left the area without 
authorization, probation or parole officers may contact the offender's family, 
friends, and employers or visit the offender's known hangouts. If they don't 
quickly locate the offender, officers file a violation report, issue an arrest warrant, 
and enter information on the nbscomJer into local, State, or nationn\ crime informn
tion systems. Thereafter. probation nnd pnrole departments wait to see if a law 
enforcement agency picks lip the absconder. 

But Inw enforcement agencies typically give low priority to locating and nppre
hending nbsconders. It is not surprising. then, that almost all abscollders who are 
caught are cuught accidentally-·that is, they nre identified during routine records 
checks after they are stopped for traffir. violations or when they nre arrested on Ilew 
charges. In mostjurisdictiolls, if nbsconders obey traffic laws llnd avoid arrest on 
new crimes, their chances of npprehension are low. 

Indeed, probation nnd parole agencies sometimes cite that fuct as justificntion for 
their pnssive approach. If the ultimate goal of community supervision is to prevent 
recidivism, then some officials I'eason thnt Ilonnrrested nbsconuers probably nrc 
not very nctive criminals. The problem with thnt logic. however. is thnt there is 
little infol'mntioll on the extent to which nonnrrested absconders commit crimes. In 
fact, very little is known about absconders in genernl. Only one jurisdiction 
(District of Co\umbin) conducted a recent analysis of its ubscllnder population. A 
literature review done us the first part of this rescarch discovered oilly one 
published study of absconder characteristics. in Florit\n in 1975. 
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Responses to Absconders 
Several jurisdictions have concentrated on better ways to locate and apprehend 
absconders, for example, by improving search procedures or by linking several 
existing databases. A few jurisdictions have developed policies to guide in the 
sanctioning of absconders who are caught. 

Setting Priorities on Efforts To Apprehend Absconders 

Most probation and parole agencies profess (ut least publicly) that they give equal 
r-riority to apprehending all nbsconders. But as the costs of apprehending and 
transporting absconders have grown and budgets have shrunk. some agencies are 
targeting subgroups of abscondel's for special emphasis. 

In 9 of the 10 jurisdictions interviewed in the second round. officials describe the 
geographic limits within which they will extrndite captured absconders at the time 
the arrest warrant is filed. The Oregon Parole Board and the Utah Department of 
Corrections, for instance, rarely go outside their respective States to retake 
violutors, In Texas, the Board of Pardons and Paroles routinely files absconder 
information with its State criminal..justice information agency, but in the case of 
violent offenders, will extradite nationwide. Most jurisdictions set priorities on 
efforts to locate and apprehend absconders within the State. Priority criteria often 
include the seriousness of the offender's most recent conviction, the existence of 
arrest warrants on new criminal chat'ges, and the seriousness of neW criminal 
charges, if nny. Since extradition is costly, officials reserve long-distance extradi
tion for the most serious offenders who have absconded. 

Searching Non-Criminal Justice Record Systems 

Although empirical evidence is lacking, it appears that most abscorlders do not t1ee 
the area in which they reside and, further, make little effort to conceal their identity 
or location. Hence, it is likely that many absconders could be located by searching 
records of public utilities or State 01' IOl:al government agencies with whom the 
absconder may have had contact. 

In Oklahoma, absconder files are transferred to a clerical unit after the probation/ 
parole officer has exhausted routine procedures to locate the llbsconder. Staff in 
this unit search computerized records of State rlon-criminal justice agencies (such 
as the Revenue Department und the Department of Natural Resources) and public 
utilities to locate new addresses for absconders. Once u current address has becl\ 
located, the agency contacts the local law enforcement agency to seek nnd 
npprehend.If the absconder is captured or rearrested, the regultli' probation officet' 
reassumes responsibility for the case. The information systems utilized by the 
department nre considered to be routinely accessible to law enforce!i\ertl agenclcs. 
and no privacy or access problems have beon experienced. 
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Expanded Line Officer Responsibility 

If most absconders remain in the area in which they have resided, then many are 
Hkely to be found if probation and parole officers take additional steps to locate 
them. Some States have increased probation or parole officers' responsibilities in 
attempting to locate absconders. In New Hampshire, for example, a probation or 
parole officer must make-and document the results of-at least five contacts to 
try to locate the absconder. The officer must check in person the offender's last 
knowll residence, place of employment, family, friends, and employer. 

Aggressive Efforts To Locate and Apprehend Absconders 

Assistance from the Fi!deral Bureau of Investigation. Absconders who fh~e to 
another State pose particular problems. While probation or parole officials may 
establish good working relations with police agencies within their State, it is 
difficult to do so with police agencies in other States. Many practitioners complain 
that police are net responsive to their requests to conduct investigations in other 
States to which they believe an absconder has fled. 

Several juri$diction~ sQlve this problftm by relying on the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation (FBI) to conduct field investigations. To nbtain this service, the 
agency contacts the local U. S. attorney, indicates that the absconder has fled to 
another State to avoid punishment, and agrees to extradite the absconder if he or 
she is captured. The FBI field office in the city to which the absconder is believed 
to have fled will open an active investigation. Most agencies reserve this approach 
for high-priority cases, because they agree-as a condition of obtaining the 
service-to bear extradition costs. 

Using P"ivate COhtractors to LO('f1,t(l and Apprehend Absconders. The Minnesota 
Department of Corrections contructs an individual to seek out and locate prison 
escapees and individuals who have v.bsconded from supervised release. This 
individual has extensive experience in investigations and for many years was a 
Ft!deral probation officer. 

Enhanced Fugitive Units. In the past, the main function of fugitive units in 
probation 01' parole agencies was to transport captured absconders. Some probation 
and parole agencies have enhanced fugitive units Utld have given them an aggres
sive role in locating IlI1d apprehending absconder~ as well.ln most cases, officers 
assigned to these units do not supervise a regular caseload and thus focus their 
efforts only on \ocati)'lg and capturing abscQnders. Specialization lets them become 
more skilled in tracking down absconders and in using nvailable information to 
locate absconders. 

Enhanc.ed fugitive units often cooperate with law enforcement agencies by sharing 
information on absconders also wanted by police and by conducting joint investi
gations and operatiorts, such ns raids on locations where absconders are believed to 
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be residing, and "sheet sweeps" where fugitive unit members help identify 
absconders among those arrested. Some enhanced fugitive unit personnel have 
been specially trained in nighttime operations, techniques for entering buildings or 
vehicles, and the use of protective equipment. Enhanced fugitive units typically 
report capturing between half and two-thirds of the absconders they target. 

The issue of targeting offenders for these enhanced efforts is one that most 
agencies have not addressed directly. In general terms, the efforts are directed at 
more serious and more high-profile offenders, but there is very little evidence of 
any specific policy or tools to identify such offenders. 

During this study, enhanced fugitive units were identified in six States--Arizona 
(Pima and Maricopa County Probation), California (Adult Parole and Youth 
Authority), Massachusetts (Parole Board), Oklahoma, Utah, and Minnesota 
(Hennepin County Community Corrections). 

1, Fugitive Apprehension Project, Hennepin County Bur.eau of 
Community Corrections, Minneapolis, Minnesota. The Fugitive 
Apprehension Project began operating in 1983. Officials in the 
Bureau of Community Corrections became concerned when a 
growing number of parolees were absconding from supervision, 
with very little effort devoted to locating and apprehending them. 
The project has four o~jectives: 

• to emphasize to all adult parolees that absconding is a serious 
violation and that the bureau will aggressively attempt to appre
hend absconders, 

• to increasc accountability in the Parole Field Services Division 
for locating and apprehending parole fugitives, 

• to assist law enforcement agencies in locating and arresting 
parole fugitives, 

• to reduce the number offe!ony absconders who are at large in the 
community. 

When the project began, officials proclaimed a brief period of "amnesty," during 
which parole absconders could turn themselves in and not be reimprisoned
though they would have to abide by any revisions to the parole agreement. Once 
the amnesty period ended, all outstanding fugitive warrants were assigned to one 
of five categories. Highest priority was given to those fugitives who presented the 
greatest risk to the community, based upon the seriousness of the original convic
tion offense, the absconder's criminal history, past record ofvioient behavior, and 
the use of weapons. Cases falling into higher categories were given more attention 
by the unit. 
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The unit's coordinator provided information on fugitives and on warrants issued 
and cleared to local law enforcement and obtained assistance from local law 
enforcement in apprehending and transporting arrested fugitives. Local police 
departments produced special-alert bulletins on high-priority absconders and 
distributed them to officers on patrol. The coordinator also maintained close 
contact with the Minnesota Department of Corrections fugitive specialist. 

The project is seen as a major success in Hennepin County. Between 1983 and 
1991 the population under supervision grew by 8 percent. At the same time, 
absconders as a percentage of the population under supervision fell from 14.2 
percent to 8.5 percent. I 

2. Massachusetts Parole Board, Special Operations Unit. This unit 
was created in 1988 as the successor to an older unit that had 
focused primarily on transportation. The Special Operations Unit 
reports directly to the executive director of the Parole Board. The 
purposes of the unit are to 

• reduce the backlog of outstanding absconder warrants, 

• emphasize the detection and apprehension of absconders, and 

• increase the credibility of detection and apprehension efforts 
within the system. 

The fugitive unit-within the Special Operations Unit-has two apprehension 
officers and two other staff who specialize in data entry, warrant information, and 
responding to information from other States. 

The officers in this unit respond to requests from supervising officers in all areas of 
the State to assist in locating and apprehending absconders. The unit also cooper
ates with local and State law enforcement in the execution of "sweeps" to 
apprehend violators. During 1990, 18 sweeps were conducted that resulted in the 
location and arrest of 47 ahsconders. 

In its first partial year of operation, the unit apprehended 38 absconders. The unit 
apprehended 214 absconders in 1990, and 223 in 1991. At the same time, the 
backlog of absconder warrants dropped from 620 to 435. Officials think the 
board's commitment to cracking down on absconders has prompted better coop
eration from other system officials. Today, judges reportedly are more likely to 
detain persons with outstanding parole warrants long enough for the Parole Board 
to take custody of them. 

Staff do not believe this "get tough" approach has changed the absconding 
behavior of parolees. In fact, the number of new absconder warrants rose from 65 
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per month in 1990 to 75 per month in 1991. But staff feel the unit has been a major 
improvement in system efficiency. 

3. California Parole: California Youth Authority's Apprehension 
Unlt. Before 1987, the California Youth Authority (CY A) had two 
officer,., who handled most fugitive cases in the southern part of the 
State. Since 1987, the CYA has established six apprehension units 
composed of two officers each for the southern region of the State. 
The main apprehension unit office is in Compton. It is the only 
office that has an apprehension unit whose sole function is to 
apprehend absconders; officers in all other units also carry regular 
parole caseloads. For this reason, apprehension officers are called 
"liaisons" and often work in concert with the Compton Apprehen
sion Unit. 

Absconder reports are generally filed about 30 days after a parolee fails to appear 
as required, and the case is sent to the apprehension unit. The Compton Apprehen
sion Unit receives about 90 absconder cases per month and apprehends about 15 
per month.2 Once the case is turned over to the apprehension unit, officers actively 
work the case. 

CY A parole officers have wide-sweeping powers: they may issue their own 
warrants; they have a right to search and seize upon suspicion of illegal activity; 
and they may enter any residence of a parolee. In addition, CY A parole officel's 
carry weapons and are issued body al'mor, mace, and portable radios. While the 
CY A officers exercise these policing functions, they maintain a low profile. They 
are required to qualify on weapons each quarter to make sure that they can fire 
adequately and know proper weapons safety. 

The Compton Apprehension Unit developed special training for apprehension 
officers and liaisons because they thought it was essential for the kind of work in 
which they were involved. The office has a high commitment to ensuring officer 
sufety in the field as well as ensuri I1g the protection of suspects. Most apprehension 
officers and liaisons participate in four- to six-hour training sessions once or twice 
a year. Training components include ammunition identification, firearms identifi
cation, car search and apprehension, approaching suspects, disarming and cuffing 
suspects, and residence search and apprehension. Most training is conducted out of 
the classroom and emphasizes role-playing and other techniques and strategies for 
dealing with suspects. In nil aspects of the training, safety is a priority. As they gain 
more experience with the training program, apprehension officers continue to 
enhance those components that work well and to add new components. In the 
future, the apprehension unit will be adding videotaped training materials as a way 
of further emphasizing particular techniques. The unit reports that no officer or 
suspect has ever been killed since it's been involved in apprehensions, and officers 
feel that their training program contributes to this safl!ty record. 
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Sanctions for Absconders 

In the past, most jurisdictions routinely revoked and confined apprehended 
absconders. Officials reasoned that uniform and harsh penalties were needed to 
deter others from absconding and thus to maintain the foundation of community 
supervision. As prison and jail crowding has become more commonplace, some 
jurisdictions-such as Massachusetts, Texas, and the District of Columbia-are 
abandoning uniform revocation and confinement and are using a range of interme
diate punishments for some captured absconders, while reserving confinement for 
those with more serious criminal records and/or those who pose a greater risk to the 
community. 

These jurisdictions are putting absconding in the context of other violation 
behaviors and are considering sanctions for absconding as part of a larger policy 
question about appropriate sanctions for all violations. Implicit in this approach are 
decisions that link the seriousness of violations with the severity of the sanctions 
available. A range of community sanctions is also being considered, because a 
growing number of practitioners believe that a subset of absconders can be 
returned to community supervision without endangering public safety. 

District o/Columbia's Find and Fix Program: Encouraging Offenders To Return 
to Supervision. Most absconders apparently do not leave the community where 
they lived while under supervision. Thus, if officers look for absconders diligently, 
they wilt find many of them. Many absconders may be reluctant to resume 
reporting because they fear revocation and confinement. Many of these offenders 
have problems that increase the risk they pose to the public, such as drug or alcohol 
dependency, which could be better dealt with while under supervision. A few 
jurisdictions have developed programs designed to locate absconders and to 
convince them to return to supervision. 

In 1989. the Adult Probation Department of the District of Columbia implemented 
the Find and Fix program. In 1989 almost 19 percent of its average monthly 
caseload of 9,129 offenders was on absconder status. The U. S. Marshals execute 
arrest warrants for the department. When the U.S. Marshals scaled back their 
services due to budget cuts in 1989, the department decided to take over the 
apprehension process itself. 

Officials in the Adult Probation Department wanted to reduce the number of 
nbsconders in the community. They believed that most offenders who absconded 
did so because they simply were too irresponsible to maintain supervision appoint
ments or because they feared failing a drug-use test. Most such persons, officials 
reasoned, could be returned to community supervision without endangering the 
public. 

As in most jurisdictions, absconders in the District were most frequently appre
hended when they were arrested on new charges. In these cases the prior probation 
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likely would be revoked. Adult Probation Department officials believe that a 
substantial number of absconders are, in a sense, "successful" clients, because they 
are not rearrested and presumably are refraining from crime. These were the 
offenders targeted for the Find and Fix program. 

In the past, department policy required that captured absconders face a violation 
hearing that typically resulted in revocation and confinement. The Find and Fix 
program was based on a graduated response philosophy. Find and Fix has two 
goals: to locate absconders at minimal expense and, once located, to return them to 
supervision. In achieving these goals, the depaitment seeks to avoid lengthy court 
proceedings and the use of sanctions more restrictive than necessary. 

The Adult Probation Department assembled a team of management and line staff 
to develop the Find and Fix program. A pilot region was identified for implemen
tation, and probation agents from that region were included in the six-month 
developmental process. Training of the unit's staff was handled in-house, with 
staff experienced in one area providing peer training to others. Only existing 
resources were used to develop and implement the program. 

A single probation agent was selected to manage the apprehension, or "find," 
portion of the program. Prior to referring an offender to this agent, the supervising 
agent tried to locate the absconder and persuade him or her to resume reporting. If 
the agent was unsuccessful, the case was then referred to the designated agent 
responsible for apprehensions. This agent. equipped only with an automobile and 
a cellular telephone, made repeated efforts to locate the absconder, including 
visiting the offender's home and community locations he or she was known to 
frequent. 

Once an absconder was located, the probation agent offered to immediatr.ly escort 
the offender to court and to request that the court delay the revocation hearing by 
30 days. In exchange, the absconder was asked to participate in a higher level of 
probation supervision for that time period. In the majority of cases, both the 
offender and the court agreed, and for the next 30 days the offender reported to 
probation twice a week and attended a four-part Life Skills program. If the offender 
successfully completed these supervision requirements, the original reporting 
requirements were reinstated and the revocation request WaS dropped. 

Local officials believe that the Find and Fix program was a significant success: 
almost 70 percent of the targeted absconders were found and returned to supervi
sion. The local police department strongly supported the Probation Department's 
efforts. As the Find and Fix unit became more effective in locating absconders, 
some absconders £\ctually called, or had their attorneys call, seeking to participate 
in the progrum. 

Approximately six months after Find and Fix was initiated, the U.S. Marshals 
Service was again able to devote staff to the apprehension of absconders. However, 
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Transporting Apprehended Absconders 

Returning absconders captured if, another State is expensive. To improve 
security, many agencies send two otlicers to accompany a returned absconder. 
Because extradition must occur within a narrow time frrune, agencies usually 
cannot obtain supersaver airfares. Hence, it might cost an agency $3,000-
$4,000 or more to return one absconder from a distant State. As budgl!ts 
become tighter, agencies seek new ways to stretch limited transportntion funds. 

One approach is to develop clear priorities on the types of captured absconders 
who will be returned and the geographic limits of extradition for different types 
of offenders. This lets States reserve limited transportation funds for use with 
the most serious or dangerolls absconders. 

U.S. Marshals. The U.S. Marshals trrulSport Federal prisoners around the 
countlY using aircraft confiscated from drug dealers. TIle U.S. Marshals will fly 
State and local prisoners, giving preference to those traveling long distances, 
on a space-available basis. Thus, a space must be available on a flight at the 
time that n State or local probation or parole agency needs to return a captured 
absconder. 

The U.S. Marshals deliver prisoners to regional locations around the cOllntry. 
The agency extraditing an absconder must pick up the offender at that location 
and return him or her to the State. For exanlple, if the U.S. Marshals transport 
an absconder frolll California for the Massachusetts Parole Board, they prob. 
ably will deliver the absconder to Otisville, New York. Massachusetts pttrole 
officers need to drive only a few hundred miles to return the absconder to 
Massachusetts. Agencies that use the U.S. Mru'shals to trrulSport absconders 
report substantial cost savings but note an occasional inability to transport rul 
absconder because aseat was not available when it was needed. Arrrulgemellts 
for securing transportation services through the Mmshals Service are usually 
initiated by the individual district offices of the Service, although there is a 
central Prison Transportation Division located at the U.S. Mmshals Service 
office in KrulSas City. 

Private Prisoner Transportal/on Companies. Private transportation compa
nies received mixed reviews. While some Jurisdictions were pleased with the 
quality of their service, others complained about delays in the pickup or 
delivelY of prisoners--a major problem when extradition must be accom· 
plished within fixed deadlmes. The Minnesota Department of Corrections 
stopped lIsing private transportation companies after it became concerned 
about vendors' security practices and the trentment of offenders while in 
transit. Officials at the Massachusetts Parole Board, which has used both n 
private transportation company and the U.S. Marshals to transport ubsconders, 
noted that they prefer the U.S. Marshals because total costs are lower. 
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in a recognition of the benefits Find and Fix provided, stnff from both ngencies 
have begun a joint effort to incorporate key elements of Find and Fix in the 
Marshnls' future service. 

Endnotes 

1. Within the limits of this study. we were unable to do n systematic assessment of probation work
load nnd processing. Hence. it is possible that other factors c(1nlributcd to this relative decline in 
abscondcrs. 

2. Police agcn"ics npprehcnd 25 cases per month; parole officers npprehend another 25-30 per 
month. The combined effect is that thl;l population ofCY A absconders remains relatively constant. 
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Chapter Four 
Conclusions 

Probation and parole agencies' responses to violations will be an increasingly 
important issue in the 1990s. The mission of community supervision changed in 
the 1980s. and new approaches to clnssific(ltion and supervision emerged. New 
technologies and intensive forms of supervision improved the detection of viola
tions. The llumber of violators revoked and confined has risen sharply. driven by 
increases in both the population umler supervision and violation rates. In some 
States-such as Oregon, Texns, and California·-as many as two-thirds of prison 
admissions are violators-not offenders newly convicted and sentenced by judges. 

Reported Benefits from the Responses 

Improved Goal Attainment 

Some of the responses described in this report were developed in order to achieve 
a broad goal or objective of the agency more effectively. For example, South 
Carolina officials reported that they developed probation l\lId pm'ole revocation 
guidelines to make outcomes of the process more uniform and more fair. They 
sought to reduce the differences in outcomes front one parole officer to another. or 
from one court to the next. In Oregon. DROP guidelines were developed to Jeter 
violations. Enhanced fugitive units usually were developed to reduce the number 
of high-profile ubsconders at large in the community. 

Officials report that most llf the responses reviewed in this study have achieved 
their goals or objectives. But those reports lire based largely on an initial review of 
administrative data or on anecdotal (~viden~·e. None of the programs has been 
systematical1y evaluated. Indeed. many of the responses offcred an opportunity to 
test whether sudden and substantial shifts in the certainty of punishment Of the 
severity of punishment deters violations. 

System Benefits 

Often officials developed a program not to achieve some broad policy go(\I·~such 
(\s improved detl'rrencc,·but tn solvc n problem caused by ri"ing workloads and 
shrinking resources. Thus. many of the rl~spllnscs were intended to improve 
efficiency by 

• reducing the amount of time judges. parole boanlr.;, pW'iecutllrs, and 
probation and parole (lniecrs spend pl'llcessing violators; and 
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• reducing jail or prison admissions (thus clltting confinement costs). 

In addition, other benefits sometimes were stressed, including 

• improving the credibility of probation and parole agencies with 
both the public and criminal justice officials; and 

• improving morale in probation or parole agencies. 

Reducing the Amount oj Time Officials Spend Processing Vlolators. Once a 
preliminary hearing has established probable cause that a violation has occurred. 
most cases are resolved through a final hearing process. For probation, a judge 
usually presides over this final hearing; for parole, the final hearing is usually 
before the parole board, 

Final hearings for probation violations must be placed on court calendars that often 
are already overbooked, and participants in the final hearing-judges, probation 
officers, probationers, and often prosecutors and defenders-must be assembled. 
Because judges often accord lower priority to revocation hearings than to other 
court proceedings, revocation hearings sometimes are postponed and participants 
must return to court on another date, wusting even more lime. Many finul violution 
hearings result in offenders' being reinstuted on community supervision, either 
becuuse the judge does not think the violution is serious enough to warrant 
imQrisonment 01' becuuse the underlying problem (for example, luck of job to 
provide income from which to puy fees) can best be remedied in the community. 

South Cnrolinu's administrative hearing process handles most probntion vio
lations without taking up valuable court time. Heuring officers have full authority, 
within limits delegated by the court, to handle less serious violations. A small 
number of more serious violations-those in which the offender poses n greater 
risk to the public-are reserved for heurings before judges. In cOllnties where the 
administrative heal'ing process was pilot tested, there were many fewer final 
he~\rings in court, but when court heurings were held, 80 percent of the offenders 
were revoked and imprisoned. compared with only 30 percent before the change 
took plnce. 

South Carolina achieved similar time savings in processing parole violators. 
Hearing officers now dispose ofJess serious cases, reserving Parole Board hearings 
only for higher-risk cases where imprisonment is expected. 

TheIn Lieu Of program in Los Angeles County (California) also is aimed atsuving 
time and reSOllrces. Probationers who are arrested for new crimes (and who meet 
the program's criteria described in Chapter 3) get expedited revocation, instead of 
prosecution on the new charge. Because the standard of proof is lower in n 
revocation hearing und the procedural rules tire less stringent thall those at a trial, 
offenders can be processed more quickly. The district nttorney's office in Los 
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Angeles County reports that some violators can be confined in Slate prison within 
48 hours of their arrest on new charges, whereas it might take months to complete 
a new prosecution. Hence, using revocation as a substitute for new prosecution 
avoids lengthy stays in jail, reduces the amount of court time for judges, prosecu
tors, defenders, and probation officers, and results in almost immediate imprison
ment. 

Other responses also reduce the amount of time probation or parole officers spend 
processing violations, so they have more time to supervise offenders. Designating 
a fugitive specialist or creating a fugitive unit can reduce the amount of time 
officers spend searching through computer records and contacting law enforce
ment, for example. Using clerical staff or information system specialists to search 
through information systems for information on absconders or using U. S. Mar
shals or private extradition services to transport absconders captured in other States 
also can free time that probation or parole officers can use to supervise cases. 

Reducing Admissions to Jails or Prisons. Only one jurisdiction visited during this 
study-Oregon-developed responses (revocation guidelines) for the primary 
purpose of reducing jail or prison admissions. Others devt;loped them for different 
reasons but noted that their responses, in practice, also affected the number of 
violators who were admitted to jails or prisons. South Carolina and Minnesota were 
mainly concerned with making revocation practices more uniform and making the 
sevet'ity of sanctions for violation proportional to the seriousness of the violating 
behavior. After examining data on revocation practices, the South Carolina offi
cials concluded that many technical violators could be handled more appropriately 
in the community. Minnesota wanted to avoid adversely uffecting prison popula
tions with its revocation guidelines. In all three jurisdictions, it was clenr that if 
revoc'ltion practices continued without change, prison and jail admissions would 
increase. 

The actual impact of responses on prison/jail populations is difficult to (\ocument, 
since these jurisdictions did not conduct extensive research to de~ermin~\ whether 
changes in admissions were due to the responses 01' other factots. In both South 
Carolina and Minnesota the number of technical violators admitted to prisons was 
nbout the same before and aftcr their responscs despite increases in the nbsolute 
number of persons under supervision. 

E1Ihancing Credibility of Probation and Parole Agencies. Some responses have 
improved relations between the probation or parole agencies and law enforcement 
agencies or the public. If probation or parole officers' initial efforts to locatc 
absconders arc not successful, typically a warrant is issued and entered into 
criminal justice information networks. From that point on, locnl law enforcement 
ugencies usually have the primary responsibility for locating and apprehending 
absconders. 
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Relations between law enforcement and probation or parole agencies have not 
been good in many jurisdictions. From the law enforcement point of view. these 
offend~rs were caught once, only to be released on community supervision and to 
have probation or parole lose track of them. 

However, probation and parole agencies that developed enhanced fugitive units 
reported greatly improved relations with law enforcement. Just creating these units 
bespeaks an agency commitment to treating absconders as a serious problem. 
Communication with law enforcement agencies improves as probation and police 
share information, jointly target offenders for apprehension, train together in 
tactics, and conduct joint sweeps and raids. The agency's public image is boosted 
when the media provide positive coverage of joint police-probation operations or 
report success in reducing absconder backlogs. 

Improvi1lg Morale of Probation and Parole Staff. Low staff morale is a serious 
problem in many probation and parole agencies. Rising cnseloads, inability to meet 
contact standards, and adverse publicity (particularly when a probationer commits 
a new crime) all contribute to low morale. Officials report that responses that 
improve efficiency. reduce absconder backlogs, or create new roles for existing 
staff pmduce substantial improvements in staff morale. 

Key Issues in Implementing Responses 
New programs designed and implemented to alleviate problems are inevitably 
constrained by lack of time, money, and staff. They also must adjust to scores of 
organizational and political factors that arise both within and outside agencies. 
However, given those constraints. some new programs are more likely than others 
to be effective. Unfortunately, for those setting out to solve problems, effective 
solutions are neither self-apparent nor self-executing. Ones that al'e poorly de
signed are apt to fail, to achieve very different results from those intended, or even 
to make the problems worse. Well-designed responses can fail if they are poorly 
implemented-that is, not given adequate support, resources, training, or monitor
ing. 

When designing and implementing responses to the problems of violators and 
absconders, practitioners need to accurately understand and clearlY define the 
problem or problems they want to correct. They also need to understand character
istics of the offender population and the dynamics by which the system operates. 
They should inventory options they have (or could develop) for dealing with 
violators and absconders. They should design a response that is reasonably likely 
to correct the problem or problems and that is capable of being implemented as 
designed. Agencies and officials whose support is critical for the success of the 
response should be drawn into planning, development, and implementation. Staff 
should be carefully trained In the use of the response nnd should be given adequate 
resources to implement it. The agency should also provide resources to monitor 
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and evaluate the response to determine if it is achieving the intended results and to 
make midcourse corrections. 

What Are the Problems? What Effects Might 
Different Solutions Have Oil Different Facets of the Problem? 

Neither problems nor solutions exist in a vacuum. Most problems within correc
tional agencies affect many aspects of agency operations. For example, rising 
violations could 

• produce more revocations and imprisonments, thus driving up 
crowding and costs; 

• signal that the deterrent effect of threatened revocation is diminish
ing; 

• diminish public confidence in, and political Slip port for, commu
nity supervision; or 

• indicate a breakdown in staff conformity to existing policies or 
procedures. 

The nature of the response developed will probably depend on how officials 
perceive the problem or problems that need to be corrected. For example, if the 
agency's primary concern is crowding, it may view the rise in violations as It key 
factor contributing to croWding. One solution may be to constrict the use of 
revocation and imprisonment as a I'esponse to violations. But if officials think 
rising violations signal a decline in deterrence, they may develop responses that 
increase the severity, swiftness. or certainty of punishments for violations. 

But possible solutions can uffect correctional agencies in varied ways. A response 
that is intended to solve one facet of a problem may compound others. If violations 
increase crowding and costs, suppressing the numbcr of violators who are revoked 
and imprisoned may provide short-term respite from crowding. But if the response 
diminishes the chance of being punished for violations. deterrence may be eroded 
and ultimately lead to even gretHel' increases in both the numbers and rates of 
violations. If rising violations are undercutting public c~1nfidence and political 
support, punishing violators more severely mny bl)lster support but worscn crowd
ing, drive up costs, and perhaps trigger court-ordered emergency release proce
dures. Those responses may also undermine public confidence. 

Thus, it is critical that officials have enough information to understand the full 
dimensions of the problem, to identify causes and effects, and to perceive accu
rately how the problem nnd different possible solutions may affect (werall agency 
functions or objectives. Solutions mny be needed that improve severnl aspects of 
the problem at once, ruther thall those that improve only one. 
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For violations, officials should ask whether changes in violation patterns are 
caused by a growth in the total caseload or whether rlltes of violation have changed 
as well. They also should determine whether there have been shifts in numbers or 
rates of violations for different subgroups within the popUlation under supervision. 
For example, has the number or rate of violations risen only for persons under more 
intensive forms of supervision, or is it up across the board? Has it increased for 
rersons supervised only in certain districts or branch offices, or in certain counties 
or areas of the State? 

Have the types of violations changed or stayed the same? Does one category of 
violations (for example, failed drug-use tests) account for most of the growth, or 
are all categories of violations up by about the same amount? How are violations 
being detected? Has the frequency of drug-use testing (or the type of testing 
procedures used) or the introduction of intensive supervision increased detected 
violations? Have there also been changes ill policies, procedures, or practices 
governing documenting violations or commencing revocations that account for 
some of the rise? 

Do absconders and nonabsconders differ on any important characteristics, or do 
absconders closely resemble the generat population on supervision? Are there 
subgroups of absconders for whom different responses might be appropriate? For 
example, is there a signifIcant number of low-risk nonviolent offenders who were 
not arrested on new charges while on absconder status? Is there n small subgroup 
of high-risk violent offender absconders? With respect to these groups, is it 
possible to identify events that trigger absconding? For example, after a proba
tioner has tested positive for drug use once, is he or she more likely to abscond? Do 
absconding rates rise, fall, or remain constant after offenders have been 01\ 

supervision for especially long periods of time? 

What Purposes Do Officials Want To 
Achieve by Their Responses to Violations? 

Officials need to specify the purpose or purposes to be achieved by the response. 
A clear statement of purpose provides operational guidance to the response. To 
move a response from concept to practice, literally hundreds of Choices must be 
made, oftert by subordinates or line staff Who were not involved in the selection of 
the response. It is easy for these staff to select operating procedures that are most 
consistent with existing routines or procedure, rather than ones that have the best 
chance of achieving the desired result. Unless the purposes are clearly set forth and 
used to steer development, implementation may get muddled, and the response's 
expected impact may be lost. 

There are at least six purposes that could be involved in developing resp()llses to 
violations. 
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Deterrence. Most practitioners believe that punishment deters future violations 
both by those sanctioned (s\-lecific deterrence) and by those on supervision (general 
deten·ence). They believe that violations will rise if offenders think they can 
disooey conditions of supervision with impunity. When that happens, the supervi
sory relationship breaks down. Thus, violations must be deterred to maintain 
offenders on supervision, which must be done if any other objectives, such as 
treatment or restitution, are to be achievetl. 

In theory, violations can be deterred by increasing 

• the severity of punishments, 

• the Slriftlless of punishments, 

• the certainty of punishments, or 

• a combination of these three. 

In the past, deterrence-based revocation policies have focused more on increasing 
sanctions' severity and less on increasinr sWiftness or certaillty. So long as prisons 
were not greatly crowded, and so long as few violations were detected, there was 
enough confinement capacity to inflict a substantial prison or jail term on selected 
violators. 

Swift sanctions provide immedinte consequences to detected violations. Accord
ing to theory, violations should drop if the interval between violations and 
sanctions is shortened. 

Certain sunctions remove nny guesswork about whether a detected violation will 
be punished. According to theory, violations should drop if the probability of the 
thr.eatened sanction being fully imposed increases. 

There is little empirical evidence to support or refute the deterrent effects of 
criminal punishments generally, and none on deterring violations by adjusting 
sanctioning practices. 

Public Protectioll. Public protection is served if higher-risk probationers and 
parolees are revoked and imprisoned quickly when their adjustment or behavior on 
supervision begins to falter, rather than waiting for them to commit new offenses. 
To achieve a public protection goal, agencies need a reliable way (such as an 
empirically based ,md validated risk-assessment instrument) to cntegori7.e those on 
supervision into risk categories, us well as procedures that trigger revocntion more 
quickly for members of high-risk categories. Of course, this pUi'pose is limited by 
the Ilccuracy and reliability of prediction instruments. While well-constructed and 
proptlrly validated risk-assessment instruments are substantially better than clini
cal iudgments of risk. they still explain only a small part of the differences in 
offenders' successes or failures. 
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Rehabilitation. Practitioners also argue that revocation policies play an important 
tole in supporting rehabilitation. Usually, offenders do not volunteer for treatment. 
lnstead, they must be compelled to enter and remain in treatment. Practitioners 
argue, therefore, that the threat of revocation is a "hammel''' that gets reluctant 
offenders into treatment and keeps them there. 

Just Punishment. Responses to violations also raise questions about just punish
ment-that is. ensuring that punishments for violations are uniform and propor
tional. Uniformity is increased jf similar offenders committing similar violations 
get similar sanctions. Proportionality is increased if the severity of inflicted 
punishment varies directly with the seriousness of the violating conduct. One 
might argue, for example. that if a felony probationer is charged with a new 
misdemeanor (for which he or she might serve two weeks in jail), revoking 
probation and imprisoning the offender for 30 months on the earlier felony 
sentence is disproportionately severe punishment for the violation. 

Due Process. Revocation policy also involves important questions about due
process rights of convicted and accus~d citizens, especially when revocation is 
used as a surrogate for prosecution on alleged new crimes. That practice lowers the 
burden of proof from beyond a reasonable doubt to a preponderance of evidence. 
lowers the standard of evidence employed, and substitutes for criminal COll!'t 
proceedings the far less stringent due-process requirements of an administrative 
hearing. 

System Management. Finally, revocation policy involves system management 
considerations, both for institutional and community corrections, and for the wider 
criminal justice system. Prosecutors often prefer to revoke probationers and 
parolees who are charged with new crimes, particularly when the alleged new 
offense is minor or the evidence is weak. Processing violators consumes a large 
amount of court resources. 

Violators held for revocations contribute to jail crowding. When the number or rate 
of revocations increases, probation and parole officers spend more time processing 
paper and appearing for hearings, and thus have less time available to supervise 
offenders. Increasingly, correctional administrators recognize that revocations are 
a major (in mnny jurisdictions, the major) source of prison admissions and 
contribute heavily to growing prison and jail capacity requirements. 

Identifying and Selecting Options 

Officials should identify optIons for dealing with the problem, both those that 
could be implemented using existing authority and resources and those that require 
expanded authority or additional resources. Officials should search broadly for the 
option or options that are likely to achieve the desired ends and not limit themselves 
by considering only those options that can be executed quickest or at the least direct 
cost (an option that costs more initially may cost far less in the long run). 
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For example, in framing options for responding to absconders, officials may want 
to answer these types of questions: 

• Is there legal authority to discharge low-risk nonviolent absconders 
who have not been rearrested for a substantial period of time? 

• Can the agency use existing administrative authority to develop 
guidelines to structure probation or parole officers' responses to 
observed violations? 

• Can an enhanced fugitive unit be established using existing re-
sources and legal authority? 

When selecting options from among those identified, officials should address the 
following types of questions: 

How Will the Option Achieve the Selected Purposes? Officials need to specify how 
the options being considered are expected to achieve the purposes selected. If 
officials want to deter violations, do they propose to do it by (a) shortening the 
interval between violation and punishment, (b) punishing all detected violators 
(with modest sanctions for the first violation and increasingly severe sanctions for 
each subsequent violation), or (c) increasing the length of confinement for revoked 
violators? If they want to punish violations proportionally and uniformly, how 
much will revocation guidelines need to narrow probation officers' discretionary 
responses in order to have the desired impact? How vulnerable is each option to 
subversion in practice? That is, to what extent can system officials negate an 
option's effects by changing ways they exercise other discretionary choices? 

How Feasible Are the Options? Are some options politically popular or will they 
face stiff resistance? For example,legislators may support enhanced fugitive units 
but balk at proposals to discharge sentences for low-risk absconders who remain 
arrest-free for five years, even if the agency has data to show that such offenders 
pose little risk to the public. 

Officials also need to consider how well the option might work in the trenches. In 
this regard, it is important to think about the messages that potential responses will 
send to both staff and offenders. How will line staff react if officials try to reduce 
the number of imprisoned violators by injecting mUltiple levels of administrative 
review and approval into revocation proceedings? Will offenders begin to take 
threats of lon~-term imprisonment for continued violations more seriously if their 
initial violations are sanctioned quickly but modestly? 

Call Options Be Devised That Solve Several Dimensions Dltlle Problem? Can two 
or more problems be solved by implementing n single option? In Oregon, drug use 
among probationers was rising, and jnils and prisons were seriously crowded. 
Officials wanted to deter drug use among probationers, In the past, they had relied 
on the threat of severe sanctions-long Jail and prison terms--to deter drug use by 
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probationers. However. as, jail and prison crowding grew, officials jailed or 
imprisoned only Iepe.nt violators, and many of them were quickly released. From 
the offenders' viewpoint, the result was no punishment for the first few violations, 
and minimal and uncertain punishment for persistent violators. 

Oregon officials renlisticalty could not deter drug use by increasing the severity of 
punishments for all violators. Instead, they tried a new approach that used 

• modest sanctions for violators that could be fulty implemented 
within the limits of available resources (that is, they made sanctions 
more certain), and 

• procedures that minimized delay between the violation and the 
sanction (that is, they made sanctions more swift). 

As noted in Table 1, Oregon's DROP guidelines provide short periods of jail 
confinement for the first failed drug test, gradually increase periods of jail 
confinement for succeeding violations, and provide revocation and imprisonment 
for habitual violators. In practice, DROP's modest sanctions reinforce their swift 
application, because offenders typically waive formal revocation (with its uncer
tain outcome and potential for imprisonment) to accept an immediate, short jail 
stay as punishment for the violation. 

Although first and second violations reportedly remain relatively common, Or
egon officials say there has been a drop in subsequent violations. This drop 
reportedly produced a discernible decline in the total person-days of jail confine
ment for probationers who tested positive for drug use, thereby providing addi
tional confinement capacity that lets more severe sanctions for habitual violators to 
be fulty carried out. (As noted earlier, Oregon's DROP guidelines have not been 
systematically evaluated, so at this point it is impossible either to verify these 
reported changes or to determine the extent to which they were caused by factors 
unrelated to the DROP guidelines.) Thus, Oregon officials believe that the DROP 
guidelines have both deterred drug use umong probutioners and reduced crowding. 

Officials may solve different facets of a problem by implementing tw,) or more 
related responses. As a hypothetical example, analysis of ajurisdiction's absconder 
population might reveal three distinct subgroups for whom different responses 
could be developed. 

One subgroup might consist of nonviolent low-risk offenders who absconded early 
in their terms of supervision (perhaps most often because they previously failed a 
drug test and feared beinci revoked and imprisoned f01' a positive result if they were 
tested again). For this group a progrnmlike D.C.'s Find and Fix program might be 
appropriate, where probation or parole officers locate the absconders and convince 
them to return to supervision in exchange for a cel'tain, but modest, sanction. 
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A second subgroup might consist of low-risk offenders who absconded after 
successfully serving longer periods on supervision an~ who were not rearrested 
while on absconder status. Many of these offenders might have been on minimum 
or administrative supervision when they absconded and simply "tired" of contin
ued compliance with even these minimal requirements. For this group, it might be 
reasonable to take no action so long as they remain arrest-free. 

A third subgroup might consist of a small number of high-risk violent offenders. 
Por this subgroup, an ell.lanced fugitive unit may be appropriate, in which 
probation or parole officers cooperate with law enforcement by sharing intelli
gence, targeting absconders, conducting joint field investigations, stakeouts, and 
raids. The object of this response would be to locate, apprehend, revoke, and 
imprison these absconders as quickly as possible. 

Planning and Implementing the Response 

Once an option has been selected, officials must ~jan its key features, including 

• deciding who will operate it; 

• identifying agencies or officials whose support will be needed to 
make the response work properly; 

• specifying the target population and designing selection procedures 
and criteria; 

• specifying detailed operating procedures; 

• defining training requirements and developing training plans; and 

• identifying resources needed to operate, monitor, and evaluate the 
response. 

Those who operate the response should have a strong stake in its success. If 
officials in other parts of the organization or in other agencies must cooperate to 
make the response work properly, they should be identified and brought into the 
planning process. Programs like Oklahoma's search of non-criminal justice State 
records and public utility records to find new addresses for absconders will require 
extensive interagency agreement and maybe even new laws to deal with confiden
tiality issues. Interagency collaboration will be more difficult and time-consuming 
to develop if relations between the agencies are less than cordial and if sensitive 
subjects are involved, such as sharing intelligence data on offenders wanted for 
alleged new crimes. 

The target population needs to be clearly defined and procedures and criteria need 
to be established to ensure that the response is used for the intended group of 
offenders. Expensive programs like enhanced fugitive units should be reserved for 
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more serious offenders. Once an enhanced fugitive unit begins to operate, there 
will be pressure to achieve a high capture rate, even if that means targeting 
offenders who can be caught more easily. If the reform is expected to save money, 
slippage in targeting can prevent goal attainment and inflate overall costs. 

During planning. officials need to define, in as much detail as possible. how the 
response will operate and to draft procedures that will guide staff who will 
implement it. Althoueh every problem or contingency cannot be identified in 
advance, collaborative planning by a group of experienced practitioners can 
anticipate and develop workable responses to most. 

As officials design elements of the program and draft operating procedures, they 
should also identify elements of current practice that will need to change, so that 
training programs can be developed for staff whQ will operate the response and for 
those whose functions will be affected by it. Resources needed to adequately 
operate the response have to be identified and secured. If new resource!> beyond 
those than can be reassigned within existing operations are needed. plans should be 
made to obtain them. 

Officials also should ensure that resources are provided to monitor and evaluate the 
response. Monitoring will let officials determine if the response is working as 
intended, and if not, to make midcourse corrections. Evaluation data can show 
whether the response achieved its objectives, determine both what it costs and what 
it saves, and identify how the response affects other parts of the organization. 
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GUIDELINES FOR REVOCATION OF 
SUPERVISED RELEASE OR PAROLE 

Instructions for the use of the "Guidelines" 
When It has been determined that a rule violation may have occurred, the agent will refer to the guidelines to 
aetermlne what action IS appropriate ana what, If any, options are available. The three options that may be used by 
an agent (depending on the severity of the vlolalion) are as tollows: (1) no action. (2) restructure ~Ilth approval of the 
OAR, and (3) proceed with the revocation process. Depending on the option that Is appropriate, the agent will follow 
the procedure listed below. 

1) No Action: No formal action need be taken. A verbal or written warning to the releasee will suHlce. It will be up to 
each agent and supervisor to determine how this will be handled. This act/on may only be used If the violation tails 
Into Severity Levell. An agent Is not limited to this option and may, given aggravating factors, proceed with a more 
severe action. 

2) RestruC1Unt With The Approval of The OAR: Upon a formal admission of alleged violations by releasee. the agent 
may restructurll the release agreement without a formal revocation hearing, and the releasee remains In the 
community. Before a re:ltructure Is completed. th~agent will cali the OAR to secure approval tor thQ restructure. If the 
OAR gives approval, the agent submits the violation/restructure report to the OAR noting the hearing oHlcer with 
whom the matter was discussed on the restructure form. If thO OAR does not approve a restructure, the releasee, If 
not already In custody, will be placed In custody, and revocation proceedings will be Initiated. 

The agent may Immediately place the releasee In custody with a hold order and proceed towards revocation If In the 
agent's opinion there are aggravating circumstances that would warrant a revocation hearing. (If IlI1 agent's hold 
orders are used to facilitate Immediate custody, the agent must contact OAR for a detainer to continue to hold the 
releasee.) 

3} Proceed with tho revocation proceu: The options at revocat/on hearings are restructure at release (If there are 
slgnllicantmitigating factors and If agent believes that appearance before the OAR Is necessary) or revocation of 
release with a return at the releasee to the InstitUtion. 

Regarding pending felonies, gross misdemeanors, or misdemeanor charges, If probable caUse has been found on a 
criminal charge, the agent should cali the Office of Adult Release 10 consider options Including Issuance of a warrant 
as a detainer. It the releasee Is In custody and Is available to the DOC detainer such as through the posting of ball or 
bond or demonstrating the ability to make ball or bond, a detention hearing will be held within 15 working days \0 
determine whether the releasee will remain in custody pending the court disposition. A signed criminal complaint 
constitutes probable cause for this purpose. 

Aggravating/Mitigating Factors 
The Office of Adult Release recognizes that no two offenders are alike. Further, violations while Wtlmlngly alike can 
be very different In circUmstances. Agents should use aggravating and mitigating factors to dlHerllnllate between 
releasees and the speCifics of violations. An agent may use these factors In determining what action to take and also 
in how much time to recommend for a rule Violation. Agents should have documentation when citing aggravating and 
mitigating factors. The factors present are to be conSidered an Important part of the guidelines grid and may be equal 
to or more Significant than the violation Itself. 

"In ardor to develop and maintain consistency In this process of guidelines for revocation of supervised 
releaseJparole. supervisors and agents lire encouragod to contact the Office of Adult Release With any questions or 
cases that noed discussion. 

James H. Bruton, executive Ottlcer of Adult Release 
Robert E. Harrell. Deputy Executive Ottlcar of Adult Release 
Mark D. Thielen, Deputy Execullve Ottlcer ot Adult Release 

8121642.Q270 

Reprinted by the Hennepin County Bureau of Community COrrections • Parole and Victim Services Division 
..: 1$019",911 
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GUIDELINES FOR REVOCATION OF SUPERVISED RELEASEJPAROLE 

Se',ERITY LEVELS GUIDELINES 

MinaI VlOlauons: Rule VIClallons whlcn maY '01 DCse ae ',"meclslo throal to DUOlle safelY 

SEVERITY LEVEll 
t, The sU~rvl~ed r'l8.11.See 1'1111 !ubmll SUCh rODort$ as mnv De IOOUIlOO by tha sUDONISong agent and 1'1111 Glv!!n a lack of aggravating 

respond promptly to any communtC~IIQn regarding SUD<lrvISec reloase.IAulO 41 CII1:umstances. tna presumption 
2. The ~uoeMsed flI_ Villi follllW tM ,uoeMslng Igent's In$lrui:llons with rosoect to use af Intaxlcants .. to restructure Ihe release 

and wilt nat paSS.55 or use nllCotl~ or otnsrCItUgs. p",lllIrnttons. or SUbS lance:. as ooflned by MIll- agreemenl or IIll\O no lellon. 
nesutl Slatutes. c::tIAptellS2. axceol tnll'l<l p~beO fot the SUpervisee releueu ov a Pnyslclan.tF1ule 5) If Idtumed ta Ine Institution. the 

3. The SUpervl~ed releuee Wilt nOII18V& Iho slate Wlthoul wntton permlSSIcn lrom the ,upemS/ng 10"_ ShOUld be lelumea lor 
agenl and /lien only unoer SUch terms ana canal Ilona as may 00 prascnDed 1M wnllng Inot not IHS than ~ "',a/ ... goad 
~scana8rst.IRu" 8\ tim .. 

SEVERITY LEVel II 
4. The SUpervised NitlUft wliliolorm the aganl within 24 houl'l of any court appu.ranee andlor amI.t At ~ miniMum. thes" Violations 

~,"er by OIlIlCl or collot$1I1 cantac:t.tRulo,21 111"»1 tHult In • tMtruCtuIU form 
5. ThUU\lftMseo 'lMUM Will ~eeQ 1M sQentlnfomled of Inldanc. andacllV\lIes. tRul1l 21 being fllea with the Otllca of Adult 

e. The SUD<lrvlleo re"asee Will mamta," contacl wilh Ihe supem.lng aganl In tht mann<tr PI1'lSCl1bi!1d by 
R.I ..... 

that lOanL (I~ul' 31 It rwlumed 10 the In.tltutlon. the 
7. ConvIction of • mlldemaanof, IOclualng OWl. (Rule n refe.,." should be retumed for 

nat I ... 'hili ~.,.,. /HIl1I* 
tim ... 

'-la/or Violation.: Ruld \,\olilion. which may pose an Imm,"ent danQer to the publIC and warrant 
uncus conSideration of a relum 10 Iha InstltUlion. 

SEVERITY LEVElJII 
8. CorMctlon of • grass mlsdtmtlllll>r. mcludlno aggravaled OWl.lRulG n A Viol.llan ntI!On must be 
9. SP<lClaJ condition. (front page of releas. Igr_nll ana rostruclula agtu<lMents. sUbmitted to Ihe Office at Adull 

~mplet (not Incfu.,....# Rel_ WhICn $l1alllnelud. a 
recornrnenc.t.llon by Ihe lo_nt to 

• No use at mOOd aJlenng ehurnlC:.I. Including GlcohOI. nt'/Oke Of Mlruclure. 
• UrinalYSIS uoan reqoost of supervlSlno aoanL 

"returned 10 lilt In.tltutlon.lhe • No uaaulUI'tI o.Il&'VIOf. V1oltflC8. Of lhtqts of yjOlenco. 
• No Victlnt contact. ret ...... lllouid be returned tar 

• SuccH.:Ully complete Idsidenlisl program ptIf mtruelure aqltl9mant or SpecjlIl sur\'ellllll1Ce 
=HI tllall flO da,. /HIl17oad 

condltlonll* IUtlUi;lUle. 

SEVERITY LEVel IV 
,0. CollY1ctlon ot. htlany.(fiule 7l A Violltion re(lOrt musl be 
11. Within 24 houra at rekI .... exeludlntl_~lIIlds l\I1d holidlYs. Iht SUPOrvilua rei ...... wlllreoon II IUDmltled to 1M Office at Adult 

lhe ~tmallon spee!lIua. "thef by ttltphoneof per$Onll VISII. U Ollll<ll.a by In. lIUl>'IMlllnlllOQool, Re~ Unlesa there are 
(Rule I) mltlgslinu tlClOl1l. Ihe 

18COI11rnenc.t.1I0n dhlll be to 
12. Possesaton of hanaguns IS regulated by MlnnttsQla Statutes. Sections 642.713-a42.718.and DQS3'" nt'/Ok. aupem!lfd rel" .. ,e of 

Slon ot fll"arms ov persons eonVIi:led 01 a 'elonv IS 'egula,Ud bv the Fed.raJ Gun Control Act. parole. 
Tharelor •• the sUoeM.ea rol .. _ may nOI QUrclWl. or OIn_IS. oCt alii or nlve 1M posMulon any 
tyPl at lireann or Clangorou. wnaan U lIellned Il)'MlnneSOtl Stalutes tlIlIl.\l2 SubdIVISion 6. ,AUlae) If returned to Iha Institution. the 

13. Flele .... apprenern:ted aul of stat. ana" Qui of ~1.le wlthoul.goot's permlsslon.IRule 0) rele_ ShOUld be relUmed lor 
14. I'lIlure 10 comOlale rHldoot/ll/ olacemont. specl/ll rol<tUo orognunmlnO conaltlona and/or Intllflo not less than 111/"''' Ina good 

SlI'tI. SUpervitlOd ,.1 .... upon rete ... from. Mlnnllsot4 colTtlCtionallaclllty· mandatlld cues. tim .. 
(SP<lClaJ CondlliOns) 

Awrn.twlg FICtQflI 
Aggravating tai;lars mil'! Include but lIIe not IImltlld 
IQ the fallllWtnQ: 

AGENT'S OPTIONS 

1, History 01 restructure. 
2. Vlol~lIon 1_ eOO$lslent With orllVlQUa e"mlnal behaVior 

andlor gIS' Vloilltion behavior. InClUding prObation 
VIOl_lions 011 CUIT~nt lICO,.nce. 

3. MulllPle Y1ol.IIOOs at releAS~ agrtleM.n~ 
~ SUblect IS 001 res bOnding to supervision. 

Mltlcpllng Fadonl 
Millgatlng faClOrs may IllCluae bu'arlt not limited 
10 the followJn<.l: 
I, L.ocal sanction. 
2. Restru~lure aptlMs. 
3. JQt)/edueation staOlllty, 
01. SublolCt has beerI llISoandtnd to SUPOtVt81Cn and doo, 

nat pruent an Immeolate II~K 10 Ina pUCHe, 

s.-mv l.et91 t 
1. Noacllon;or 
2. Raslruelulo With J)tftllmlo.,., '!IfHOrI' ot OAR: Of 
3, Prae_ Wllh tevoc:aUof\ PlaceS! tOllOln aooraviling factors). 

s.mnty~lt 

t. Rostructur ••• /iln J)tft/lm/narr .pprtW./ at OAR: or 
2. PlocllUd With revac:.ttlon PIOCMS! IgIV&r1 agorlvallng fieia/sl 

S-rtty t.cnlilt 
, Anatruelur. Wllh "...lImIO'''' ap/ItDu/ 01 OAR: or 
:. PrOCIllld With rwocatlon ploceu. 

S..-ritY~1V 
" RutruClUllw,lnpotW/lmm.,., apPfOf'al of OAII tOlven miliOIUng taclblsl; 0/ 
2 Proc""" Wllh rtVOClllon 01 rele13Q 
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